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<td>3V</td>
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<tr>
<td>ANOVA</td>
<td>Analysis of variance</td>
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<tr>
<td>AR</td>
<td>Androgen Receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ARC</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVPV/PeN</td>
<td>Anteroventral-Periventricular Nucleus of the Hypothalamus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAX</td>
<td>Bcl-2 associated protein X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cDNA</td>
<td>Complementary deoxyribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CORT</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRH</td>
<td>Corticotrophin-Releasing Hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CT</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>DE</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>DHT</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>DIG</td>
<td>Digoxigenin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DMN</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>DNA</td>
<td>Deoxyribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<tr>
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<td>Follicle-Stimulating Hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>Gonadectomy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDX + E₂</td>
<td>Gonadectomy and estradiol replacement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GH</td>
<td>Growth Hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GnIH</td>
<td>Gonadotropin-Inhibiting Hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GnRH</td>
<td>Gonadotropin-Releasing Hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnrhr</td>
<td>GnRH receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gpr147</td>
<td>G-protein coupled receptor 147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gpr54 (Kiss1r)</td>
<td>G-protein coupled receptor 54 (Kiss1r)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gpr74</td>
<td>G-protein coupled receptor 74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>Glucorticoid Receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>h</td>
<td>Hours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HE</td>
<td>High Expressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPG</td>
<td>Hypothalamic-Pituitary-Gonadal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>iDTR</td>
<td>Inducible diphtheria toxin receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>i.p.</td>
<td>Intraperitoneal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICV</td>
<td>Intracerebralventricular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IHC</td>
<td>Immunohistochemistry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ir</td>
<td>Immunoreactivity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ISH</td>
<td><em>in-situ</em> Hybridization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiss1</td>
<td>Kisspeptin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KNDy</td>
<td>Kisspeptin-Neurokinin B-Dynorphin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KO</td>
<td>Knockout</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Ladder</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LE</td>
<td>Low Expressing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LepRb</td>
<td>Leptin Receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LH</td>
<td>Luteinizing Hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Me4r</td>
<td>Melanocortin Receptor 4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mRNA</td>
<td>Messenger RNA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NKB (Tac2)</td>
<td>Neurokinin B (Tacykinin 2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPY</td>
<td>Neuropeptide Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ob</td>
<td>Obese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxt</td>
<td>Oxytocin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR</td>
<td>Polymerase Chain Reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PND</td>
<td>Postnatal Day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>POA</td>
<td>Pre-Optic Area</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PR</td>
<td>Progesterone Receptor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>qPCR</td>
<td>Quantitative Polymerase Chain Reaction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RC</td>
<td>Rfrp-cre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFamide</td>
<td>Arginine-Phenylalanine-amide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rfrp</td>
<td>RFamide-related peptide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFRP-1</td>
<td>RFamide-related Peptide 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RFRP-3</td>
<td>RFamide-related Peptide 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RIA</td>
<td>Radioimmunoassay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNA</td>
<td>Ribonucleic acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>Reverse transcriptase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>s.c.</td>
<td>Subcutaneous</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>Standard Error of the Mean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSC</td>
<td>Sodium citrate, sodium chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STAT</td>
<td>Signal transducer and activator of transcription</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>Testosterone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tacr3</td>
<td>Tackinin Receptor 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tdTom</td>
<td>Tandem-Dimer Tomato Protein</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRH</td>
<td>Thyrotropin-Releasing Hormone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMN</td>
<td>Ventral-Medial Nucleus of the Hypothalamus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VO</td>
<td>Vaginal Opening</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WT</td>
<td>Wildtype</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

The Role of RFamide-Related Peptide 3 in Mammalian Reproduction

by

Matthew C. Poling

Doctor of Philosophy in Biomedical Sciences

University of California, San Diego 2015

Professor Alexander S. Kauffman, Chair

Gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH) secretion from the brain regulates reproductive function through its stimulation of the anterior pituitary and the subsequent release of gonadotropins and their stimulation of the gonads. RFamide-related peptide 3 (RFRP-3, gene name \textit{Rfrp}) is known to be a potent suppressor of GnRH and gonadotropin secretion in adult rodents, but the role of this neuropeptide in normal reproductive function and the regulation of this peptide remain unclear. RFRP-3 was discovered as the mammalian ortholog of the avian
gonadotropin-inhibitory hormone; however, the role and importance of RFRP-3 in mammalian reproduction remains equivocal. The work presented herein investigates the role of RFRP-3 in various perturbations of the reproductive axis in mice in an effort to pinpoint where RFRP-3 fits into the greater network of reproductive control. First, general characterization of RFRP-3’s effects on various hormones and neuropeptide systems were assayed demonstrating a potent suppression of luteinizing hormone secretion. Interconnections of the RFRP-3 and kisspeptin systems were also examined, and while RFRP-3 may regulate the kisspeptin neuronal network, this connection was found to not be reciprocal. Next, steroidal suppressive regulation of RFRP-3 neurons by estrogens and androgens was quantified, as well as changes in Rfrp expression in a model of the preovulatory LH surge. RFRP-3 was also examined in the context of stress, both metabolic and immobilization, which induced changes in the expression and activation of Rfrp neurons. Lastly, RFRP-3 neurons were investigated during development where drastic changes in Rfrp expression were found to occur. Collectively, these data provide a near exhaustive survey of the role of RFRP-3 in mouse reproduction.
INTRODUCTION

Overview of mammalian reproductive function

The propagation of a sexually reproducing species is fundamentally dependent on the merging of gametes, spermatozoa and oocytes from the male and female, respectively, during fertilization. This newly formed cell, termed a zygote, will begin to divide at an exponential rate, and in mammals will then implant into the uterine wall of its mother. After several weeks of gestation, this new organism will be physically separated from its mother at birth. After birth, infants are quite small compared to adults and require a considerable amount of time to fully mature into the adult state. During these immature stages, the reproductive system of the offspring is quiescent and incapable of producing offspring. It is not until the completion of the transitional developmental stage termed puberty that the individual can then reproduce.

A brain region called the hypothalamus controls the reproductive system and is responsible for initiating puberty. The hypothalamus is a region of the ventral diencephalon that is responsible for monitoring and modulating the workings of many body systems and behaviors, including hunger and thirst, body temperature, stress responses, growth, sleep, circadian rhythms, and reproduction. Feedback loops allow the brain to sense changes in these physiological systems and effect changes to maintain homeostasis. The reproductive is regulated in this way through the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal (HPG) axis (Figure 0.1). The HPG axis is a feedback loop in which specific biochemical signals (broadly referred to as hormones) are secreted from the hypothalamus into the hypophyseal portal vein. One of these main hypothalamic hormones, termed gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH), then stimulates the pituitary gland to produce and secrete the gonadotropins, follicle-stimulating hormone (FSH) and luteinizing hormone (LH). These large, multi-subunit hormones are secreted into the general circulatory system where they travel to the gonads, located in the pelvis. The gonads, testes in males and ovaries in females, are specialized organs with a primary function of producing gametes for sexual reproduction, and a
The testes generate and mature spermatozoa, more commonly referred to as sperm, while the ovaries generate and mature oocytes, more commonly referred to as eggs. LH and FSH act on the gonads, stimulating them to synthesize and secrete sex steroid hormones, such as progesterone, testosterone, and estradiol. These sex steroids are released into the general circulation where they travel to several target tissues including the hypothalamus and pituitary. There they regulate the release of GnRH from the hypothalamus and therefore FSH and LH from the pituitary. The inhibitory action of these sex steroids on GnRH and FSH/LH completes a negative feedback loop and allows the hypothalamus to monitor and modulate the activity of the gonads.

Regulation of GnRH release

What appears to be a clean negative feedback loop in Figure 0.1 is actually exceedingly over-simplified. Our understanding of how the reproductive system is regulated at the neuronal level is incomplete. While GnRH is clearly an essential reproductive hormone secreted from the hypothalamus into hypophyseal portal vasculature, many upstream secretagogues for GnRH release remain poorly understood [reviewed heavily in (1)]. GnRH is secreted from a small population of scattered neurons, termed GnRH neurons, which are found along a continuum extending from the olfactory blub to the medial preoptic area, and have projections that extend to the medial basal hypothalamus. GnRH neurons originate from the olfactory placode and migrate into the hypothalamus during embryonic development. Disruptions of GnRH neuron migration in humans presents as Kallman syndrome, and genetic mutations associated with this disease have helped scientists understand how GnRH neurons are developmental regulated (2).

After this migratory phase is complete, the GnRH neurons remain functionally quiescent until the onset of puberty. Puberty is an extended developmental transition process between the infantile and adult reproductive states. Puberty is associated with the primary hallmarks of genital
and gonadal maturation and the development of secondary sexual characteristics. Depending on the species, puberty can take several days to years to reach completion, but common among all species is marked an increase in pulsatile GnRH release from the hypothalamus. During most of the infantile and juvenile phases of development the GnRH system is quiescent. However, based on mechanisms not clearly understood, when an individual reaches a sufficient age, the GnRH neuronal system becomes active, kickstarting the reproductive axis and allowing the pubertal transition to occur. In primates, these increases in GnRH pulses are primarily nocturnal and increase in frequency throughout pubertal development until adult-like levels are reached (3). In rodents, there is a similar increase in LH pulse frequency that is dictated by upstream pulsatile GnRH secretion (4,5). Based on these findings, changes in GnRH pulse frequency are considered the hallmark of puberty onset and the eventual attainment of reproductive competence.

While the secretion of GnRH is responsible for all subsequent reproductive function, GnRH neurons surprisingly lack many of the receptors responsible for sensing changes in the body’s physiological status. GnRH neurons lack many sex steroid receptors (estrogen receptors alpha, androgen receptor, progesterone receptor,) receptors for nutritional sensing (leptin receptor, insulin receptors) and adrenal-corticotropic sensors (glucocorticoid receptors). Therefore, a collection of upstream interneurons must sense and transmit information on all these systems to the GnRH neurons to regulate reproductive function (Figure 0.2.) These interneuron populations can be stimulatory, promoting GnRH release, such as the neurons that release kisspeptin (6), α-melanocyte stimulating hormone (7), cocaine and amphetamine related transcript (8), norepinephrine (9) and the neurotransmitter GABA(10). Opposing these stimulatory circuits, inhibitory neuropeptides and transmitters can attenuate GnRH release, such as opioids β-endorphin and dynorphin (7), agouti related peptide (7), neuropeptide Y (7,11,12) and RFRP-3 (13). This long list of factors has been compiled from dozens of independent investigations, and therefore contradictions do exist. For example, in rodents, neuropeptide Y can
be inhibitory in gonadectomized animals but stimulatory when the animals are intact or when sex steroids are replaced (11,12). These various stimulatory and inhibitory systems are reviewed elsewhere (1,14-16).

**RFamide peptides**

During the 2000’s, two new neuropeptides were introduced to the mammalian reproductive landscape. In 2003, kisspeptin and its receptor (Gpr54 or Kiss1r) were found to be essential for reproductive development and function in both mice and humans (17,18). Later in 2006, RFamide-related peptide 3 (RFRP-3) was determined to be the mammalian ortholog of gonadotropin-inhibiting hormone (abbreviated GnIH)*, a peptide characterized in Japanese quail that potently inhibits LH secretion from quail primary pituitary cells (19,20). Both kisspeptin and GnIH are from a family of neuropeptides called “RFamides” (21). The term RFamide refers to the conserved C-terminus of these peptides, which all end in the residues arginine (R) and phenylalanine (F) and with an amidation of the carboxyl group on phenylalanine. This RFamide motif is essential for ligand-receptor specificity and the biological activity of these peptides (22). The RFamide family consists of five genes that are conserved among vertebrate species: Kiss1, which codes for kisspeptin; Rfrp which codes for RFRP-1 and RFRP-3; Npff, which codes for neuropeptide FF and neuropeptide AF; Prlh, which codes for prolactin releasing peptide; and Qrfp which codes for pyroglutamylated RFamide peptide (21,22).

RFamide peptides signal through G-protein coupled receptors that are located on the surface of target cells. Activation of these receptors triggers a cascade of intracellular signals that modify the activity of the target cells. The RFamide motif that is present at the C-terminal end of

*The term “RFRP-3” and “GnIH” are sometimes used interchangeably to describe the same peptide. However, for clarity in this thesis, the term RFRP-3 will be used exclusively to describe the mammalian peptide, and matches with the official gene abbreviation, Rfrp. The term “GnIH” will be used to describe the avian peptide where appropriate.
the peptides helps ensure specificity for each ligand-receptor pair (23-26). In mammals, kisspeptin utilizes G-protein receptor 54 (Gpr54 or Kiss1r) RFRP-1, RFRP-3, neuropeptide FF and neuropeptide AF utilize G-protein coupled receptor 147 and 74 (Gpr147 and Gpr74) with varying degrees of specificity, discussed below; prolactin-releasing peptide utilizes G-protein receptor 10 and pyroglutamylated RFamide peptide utilizes G-protein receptor 103. All of these receptors, with the exception of Gpr54, are Gi coupled G-protein coupled receptors and halt the catalytic activity of adenylyl cyclase and subsequent signaling (23,27,28). Gpr54, on the other hand, is Gq coupled, which allows for Ca²⁺ mobilization and changes in membrane conductivity (29). These highly related receptors are generally thought to be specific ligand-receptor pairs. However, crosstalk between the receptors and ligands has been demonstrated pharmacologically (26,30-32).

Arguably the most famous of these RFamides in reproduction is kisspeptin, due to its essential function in promoting reproductive development and function. This essential role was first reported in 2003 from the characterization of two consanguineous families with idiopathic hypogonadotropic hypogonadism (17,18). These families each carried recessive, inactivating mutations for KISS1R. Subsequently, various Kiss1r and Kiss1 knockout (KO) mice were generated (18,33-37) and all of these mice lines phenocopied the absent puberty and hypogonadotropic hypogonadism. Patients with hypogonadotropic hypogonadism present with extremely low serum gonadotropins, nearly undetectable sex steroids, underdeveloped gonads, a failure of sexual development, and infertility. Moreover, female transgenic mice in which all of the Kiss1 neurons have been ablated in adulthood via Cre-lox technology have impaired estrous cyclicity and are infertile, further supporting the importance of kisspeptin signaling in reproduction (38). Further experimentation in rodents, and subsequently, other species including humans, demonstrated that exogenous kisspeptin is able to induce a robust secretion of LH and FSH (34,39-42) and that this kisspeptin-induced stimulation of gonadotropins involves a GnRH-
dependent mechanism (6,43). Furthermore kisspeptin activates GnRH neurons, as determined by c-Fos induction in GnRH cells (a marker of neuronal activation) (39,43), increased firing of GnRH neurons in brain explants (44,45), and increased GnRH release in situ (34,46). These effects of kisspeptin on GnRH neurons are thought to be direct, as kisspeptin neuronal fibers have been shown to appose GnRH neuron somatas and/or axons (47-49) and the majority of GnRH neurons highly express Kiss1r (34,43,44). Moreover, ablation of Kiss1r from GnRH neurons alone reproduces the global reproductive phenotype (50). Despite this, some data suggests that kisspeptin may also act at the level of the pituitary, though this issue still remains controversial (51-54).

**RFRP-3’s role in reproductive and non-reproductive systems**

RFRP-3 was first introduced to mammalian physiologists from studies in birds, where it is referred to as GnIH. In birds, GnIH is found in the paraventricular nucleus (19) and directly inhibits the release and expression of gonadotropins from the pituitary (55). Additionally, GnIH can inhibit GnRH-stimulated LH secretion in sparrows, presumably at the level of the pituitary where GnIH’s receptor is expressed (56). However, GnIH immunoreactive fibers are found to appose avian GnRH neurons and the GnIH receptor is expressed avian GnRH neurons, supporting a direct action of GnIH on GnRH neurons in birds (57). The GnIH receptor in birds is also G-protein-coupled receptor and is orthogonal to the Gpr147 found in mammals and is expressed in the pituitary and several regions of the hypothalamus (58). At the peripheral level, GnIH treatment in birds decreases plasma testosterone concentration, induces testicular apoptosis, and decreases spermatogenic activity in adult male quail, suggesting either a direct action of GnIH at the testis or an upstream action at the pituitary via reduced gonadotropin secretion (55). In addition, GnIH treatment also reduced the testicular weight in immature birds, suggesting that GnIH may be is involved in gonadal development (55). Taken together, GnIH acts as an
inhibitory neuropeptide and exerts multiple effects at all levels of the avian reproductive system, including the brain, pituitary, and gonads.

In rodents, GnIH is commonly referred to as RFRP-3 and was first characterized in mammals in as an inhibitory reproductive peptide in 2006 (20). However, two groups identified RFRP-3 in rodents in 2000 (59,60) prior to its association with avian GnIH. In all studies, Rfrp mRNA is expressed exclusively in the dorsal-medial nucleus of the hypothalamus (DMN) (59,60). This was confirmed via immunohistochemistry with antibodies against RFRP-3 (61) or an avian GnIH antibody (20). RFRP-3 immunoreactive fibers project to a variety of brain regions, including the preoptic area, median eminence, lateral hypothalamic area, paraventricular and arcuate nuclei (20,61-63), and come into apposition with GnRH neurons (20,64,65). While RFRP-3 immunoreactive fibers are observed in all these regions, it is still unknown what cell populations RFRP-3 may be acting on or what effect RFRP-3 may have on the neurons in these regions.

The functional role of RFRP-3 is still poorly understood. It is known that RFRP-3 has high affinity for Gpr147 (59,60). Gpr147 mRNA is found in a number of brain regions (59,60), including several hypothalamic regions such as the preoptic area, paraventricular and arcuate nuclei (66). RFRP-3 appears to inhibit LH secretion through a central mechanism, as intracerebroventricular injections of RFRP-3 in rats will inhibit LH (64,67,68). Electrophysiology data in mice has shown that both RFRP-3 and avian GnIH treatment are able to inhibit GnRH neuronal firing and antagonize the stimulatory effects of kisspeptin on GnRH neurons (13,69). These data support a model in which RFRP-3 acts centrally to inhibit reproduction by directly or indirectly modulating GnRH secretion. Since it appears that RFRP-3’s reproductive activity is restricted to the brain, determining the hypothalamic regions and cell types in which RFRP-3 acts directly to modulate reproductive function is an area of further investigation.
Because GnIH acts on the pituitary in birds, RFRP-3 is often assumed to also inhibit mammalian reproductive function at the pituitary directly, despite the lack of evidence to support this model. RFRP-3 immunoreactive terminals are found in the median eminence, where neuronal processes access the hypophyseal portal vasculature, but only in the internal and not external zones of the median eminence (20,61). Additionally, RFRP-3 neurons do not access the hypophyseal vasculature in rodents (70), and antagonizing Gpr147 in the pituitary is only effective at increasing LH secretion when GnRH signaling is intact (65). Studies have examined RFRP-3 action in pituitary cell lines, but failed to demonstrate the expression of Gpr147 in vivo (71).

It should also be noted that RFRP-3 has limited affinity for a second G-protein coupled receptor termed Gpr74 (24,60,72-75). RFRP-3’s affinity for Gpr74 is several orders of magnitude less than its affinity for Gpr147, but still pharmacologically relevant. Therefore, it is possible that Gpr74 may account for several aspects of RFRP-3 biochemical activity, leading to uncertainty as to which receptor RFRP-3 is acting through in vivo.

In addition to modulating reproduction, RFRP-3 was recently identified as an orexigenic peptide, as it can increase food intake when injected into the brains of mice, rats, sheep, and monkeys (64,76,77). Electrophysiology data has shown that RFRP-3 can inhibit the firing of anorexigenic pro-opiomelanocortin neurons in slice preparation (78). A physiological role for RFRP-3 may be seated in energy balance circuits due to its expression in the DMN, a well-established feeding nucleus (reviewed in (79)]. Indeed, the DMN expresses a variety of energy balance genes, such as neuropeptide Y (80-82), leptin receptor (83) and melanocortin receptors (84), suggesting that neurons in this region, perhaps RFRP-3 neurons, could possibly receive and transmit energetic/metabolic cues. Within the hypothalamus, the DMN receives innervations from the arcuate nucleus (85) and sends projections to the preoptic area, amongst other nuclei (86,87), placing it in the center of both reproductive and energy balance circuits. However, it is unknown
if Rfrp neurons express metabolic-related receptors and are responsive to various energy balance signals.

In the last year, two transgenic and knockout animals have been developed to study RFRP-3 biology (88,89). The first is a transgenic rat, termed “EGFP-GnIH,” which labels RFRP-3 neurons with a fluorescent reporter (88). Initial studies examined decreases in RFRP-3, via the reporter, in old rats relative to young, as well as changes in neuronal activity with estrogen treatments. The second animal model developed is a Gpr147 knockout (KO) mouse, which is completely unresponsive to RFRP-3 injections (89). These Gpr147 KO mice do not have impaired fertility, and in fact have more pups per litter. There are only minor differences in LH secretion, that present primarily before puberty in males only. Interestingly, the suppressive effect of food deprivation on LH secretion appears to be dampened in Gpr147 KO mice, as LH levels remain high in the KO animals, but fall in wildtype animals after 12 hours of food deprivation (89). These higher LH levels in the KO animal after 12 hours of food deprivation suggest that Gpr147 is essential acute suppression of LH secretion during food deprivation. Further experimentation with these two animals models, as well as future models, will provide great insight into RFRP-3 biology.

Understanding RFRP-3’s role in adult reproduction, and possible roles in the development of reproductive neural connectivity, is important for our understanding of reproductive neuroendocrinology. There also remains the possibility that RFRP-3 is unnecessary for normal reproductive function but has essential roles in other physiological systems such as food intake, anxiety responses or temperature regulation. Most of the experiments presented are designed under the assumption RFRP-3 is acting to attenuate reproductive function, similar to GnIH’s role in birds. However, this does not limit the implications of the findings, as they will answer important physiological questions regardless of the experimental outcome. Therefore, this dissertation will address several primary research questions: RFRP-3’s interconnection with
known hypothalamic circuits (Chapters 1 and 2), the ability of Rfrp neurons to respond to physiological stimuli such as sex steroids, stress and nutritional changes (Chapters 3 and 4), and how Rfrp neurons change over development with regards to puberty (Chapter 5).
Figure 0.1 Cartoon representation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-gonadal axis and steroidal feedback. GnRH is released from the hypothalamus, which stimulates the pituitary to release gonadotropins, LH and FSH. These in turn stimulate the gonads. Gonadal sex steroids feedback onto the pituitary and hypothalamus and inhibit hormone production.
Figure 0.2 Cartoon representation of some of the inputs onto GnRH neurons. Various neuropeptide and neurotransmitter systems innervate and regulate GnRH secretion. RFRP-3, the focus of this thesis, is one of these regulatory peptides.
CHAPTER 1: RFRP-3 suppresses LH secretion via central and peripheral effects; expression of Gpr147 and Gpr74 in the hypothalamus and pituitary

Abstract

To begin assessing RFRP-3’s role in mouse reproductive neuroendocrinology, a series of preliminary experiments were required to establish a tool set for this thesis. First, the mouse RFRP-3 peptide, which is similar but has structural differences, was examined for bioactivity in gonadectomized female mice in three routes of examination. RFRP-3 is able to suppress LH secretion when given intraperitoneally and intracerebroventricularly, but not when given subcutaneously. RFRP-3 is also able to stimulate oxytocin secretion, but is unable to stimulate growth hormone. Secondly, an in-situ hybridization protocol was developed to examine Rfrp mRNA expression in mouse hypothalamic tissue as well as to examine the co-expression of RFRP-3’s receptors, Gpr147 and Gpr74, in the mouse hypothalamus. Rfrp mRNA is found exclusively in the dorsal medial nucleus, but interestingly, appears to be distributed into two interspersed populations of cells. Looking at RFRP-3 receptors, low co-expression of Gpr147 but no co-expression of Gpr74 in GnRH neurons was found in both intact and gonadectomized males and females. Lastly, mouse cell lines were screened for Gpr147 and Gpr74 expression. The hypothalamic cell line GT1-7 expresses these receptors, but these receptors are absent pituitary cell line LβT-2. Interestingly, both receptors appear to be absent in the mouse pituitary. Thus, RFRP-3 may exert its effects on reproduction either directly, via Gpr147 in a subset of GnRH neurons, and/or indirectly, via upstream regulators of GnRH.
Introduction

RFamide-related peptide 3 has potent inhibitory actions on both GnRH neuronal activity and LH secretion in rodents (13,69,90). Encoded by the Rfrp gene, RFRP-3 is expressed in the dorsal-medial nucleus of the hypothalamus (DMN) (20,59,91,92). In rodents, RFRP-3-ir fibers project to several brain regions, including the paraventricular and arcuate nuclei, lateral hypothalamus, and the preoptic area, where some fibers appose GnRH neurons (20,61-63). Matching the presence of some RFRP-3-ir fibers in non-GnRH areas, RFPR-3 has also been shown to modulate anxiety, oxytocin, growth hormone, nociception, body temperature, and food intake (64,73,76,93-95), suggesting that RFRP-3 may have additional biological functions outside reproduction.

How RFRP-3 communicates with GnRH neurons is not clearly defined and the expression of RFRP-3 receptors specifically in GnRH neurons has not been well characterized in mammals. RFRP-3 binds Gpr147 with high affinity and Gpr74 at lower affinity (24,59,60,72-75), leading to uncertainty regarding which receptor(s) RFRP-3 acts through to inhibit GnRH/LH secretion. In male Siberian hamsters, Gpr147-ir was recently detected in ~80% of GnRH neurons (96), similar to findings in birds (57). In addition to studying GnRH in-vivo, GnRH neurobiology can be examined using immortalized cell line GT1-7 cells (97). These cells are a model of GnRH neurons and determining if they express either of RFRP-3’s receptors is useful for concluding if they can be used to study RFRP-3 biology. However, whether similar Gpr147 (or Gpr74) co-expression levels exist in mice of either sex or mouse derived tools remains undetermined.

RFRP-3 may also act by directly inhibiting gonadotropin release from the pituitary. This direct inhibitory action of RFRP-3 has proven in birds (19,55) and sheep (98), but a direct action of RFRP-3 on the pituitary of mice remains unclear. In mice, RFRP-3 neurons do not have access to the hypophyseal vasculature (99), and to date, there are no reports of Gpr147 or Gpr74.
expression in the mouse pituitary. However, another group has shown effects of RFRP-3 on the pituitary gonadotrope cell line LβT-2 (100), which expressed Gpr147 in their lab (71).

These series of experiments demonstrate 1) what effect murine RFRP-3 has on LH, oxytocin and growth hormone secretion in mice, 2) where Rfrp mRNA is expressed in the mouse, and identifies two sub-populations of Rfrp-expressing neurons interspersed within the DMN, and 3) whether GnRH neurons in male and females mice co-express either of the two RFRP-3 receptors, Gpr147 and Gpr74, 4) Gpr147 is expressed in two cell types in the paraventricular nucleus, 5) and finally Gpr147 and Gpr74 are expressed in the hypothalamic cell line GT1-7, but not in primary pituitaries or the LβT-2 pituitary gonadotrope cell line.

Materials and Methods

Animals, Gonadectomies, and Tissue Collection

Adult C57BL6 mice of both sexes were housed on a 12-12 light-dark cycle (lights off at 1800h) with food and water available ad libitum. For some experiments, mice were anesthetized and bilaterally gonadectomized (GDX) one week prior to sacrifice, as previously described (101,102). Silastic capsule (internal diameter 1.47 mm, external diameter 1.96 mm) packed with E2 (4 mm, 1:4 with cholesterol) and placed subcutaneously. For in-situ hybridization studies, GDX mice, GDX with estrogen replacement (GDX + E2) or gonadal-intact mice (females in diestrous, as determined by vaginal smears) were anesthetized with isoflurane and sacrificed by rapid decapitation. Brains were collected, frozen on dry ice, and stored at -80°C. Five coronal series of 20 µm brain sections were cut on a cryostat, thaw-mounted onto Superfrost-plus slides, and stored at -80°C until use in in-situ hybridization. All experiments were conducted in accordance with the NIH Animal Care and Use Guidelines and with approval of the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California, San Diego.
Hormone Assays

Blood from adult animals was collected by retro-orbital bleed. Blood from juvenile animals was collected via trunk blood. Serum LH was measured by radioimmunoassay (UVA Ligand Core, range 0.04 – 37.4 ng/mL). Serum oxytocin was measured by an Oxytocin ELISA kit (Enzo Life Sciences, 15.6 – 1000 pg/mL). Serum growth hormone was measured by Growth Hormone Rat ELISA Kit (Life Technologies, 0.6 – 20 ng/mL).

Cloning and preparing in-situ hybridization probes.

All ISH cRNA probes, except for GnRH and c-Fos [described previously (103)], were cloned from adult mouse hypothalamic cDNA into pBluescript II SK(-) transcription plasmid (Stratagene, CA), generally between HindIII and KpnI restriction sites, and antisense probes transcribed with T7 polymerase. To accomplish this, a male mouse was sacrificed, and its brain was frozen on dry ice. After freezing, the hypothalamus was dissected using razor blades and RNA was extracted using RNeasy RNA Lipid Extraction Kit (Qiagen). After RNA extraction, cDNA was generated using Omniscrip Reverse Transcriptase Kit (Qiagen) with oligo dT primers. Portions of the genes of interest were amplified by PCR, and then amplified again in a nested reaction to add restriction sites. Amplicons with restriction sites were digested with appropriate restriction enzymes, along pBluescript II SK(-) plasmid overnight, and run on a 1% agarose gel, and purified with a Gel Extraction Kit (Qiagen). Digested inserts and plasmid were ligated with T4 ligase (Promega) at 4 °C for 72 hours. After ligation, the plasmids were transformed into E. coli (JM109 cells, Promega) and plated on lysogeny broth agar plates with ampicillin (50 mg/mL), X-gal (40 nM/plate), and isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (40 nM/plate) and incubated overnight at 37 °C. White colonies, indicating positive clones, were selected and cultured overnight at 37 °C in 3 mL lysogeny broth with ampicillin (50 mg/mL) and plasmids were isolated via a High-Speed Mini-prep kit (Qiagen) and sequenced by Eurofins
sequencing services. Once the sequence was confirmed by alignment to the reference gene sequence (Serial Cloner 2.6.1) the clone of interest was cultured in 150 mL of lysogeny broth agar plates with ampicillin (50 mg/mL) overnight at 37 °C and the plasmid was purified with a High-Speed Maxi-prep kit (Qiagen).

20 µg of plasmid containing the template for ISH probes was linearized using the restriction enzyme on the opposite end of the T7 polymerase binding site (500 units/reaction) for 4 hours at 37 °C and purified using a phenol-chloroform-isoamyl alcohol protocol. 1.5 µg of purified, linearized plasmid is used as template for in-vitro transcription of the antisense ISH probe. The antisense probe is generated in using T7 polymerase (Thermo Scientific) in the presence of UTP-α³²P or DIG labeling kit (Roche) for 2 hours at 37 °C, DNase treated for 30 minutes at 37 °C and then all enzymes are quenched with 3 mM of ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid. Transcribed probes are purified using Probe Quant G50 micro columns (Amersham GE) and quantified using a scintillation counter.

A list of probes used in this thesis, including size, GenBank Accession number, and primary publication can be found in Table 1.1.

Single and double-label in-situ hybridization

Single-label ISH was performed as previously described (6,104-106). Briefly, slide-mounted sections were fixed in 4% paraformaldehyde, pretreated with acetic anhydride, rinsed in 2X SSC, delipidated in chloroform, dehydrated in ethanol, and air-dried. Radiolabeled (³²P) antisense riboprobes (0.04 pmol/ml) were combined with tRNA, heat-denatured, added to hybridization buffer, and applied to each slide (100 µl/slide). Slides were cover-slipped and placed in a 55°C humidity chamber overnight. The slides were then washed in 4X SSC and placed into RNase A treatment for 30 min at 37°C, then in RNase buffer without RNase A at 37°C for 30 min. After washing in 2X SSC at room temperature, slides were washed in 0.1X SSC
at 62°C for 1 hour, dehydrated in ethanols, and air-dried. Slides were then dipped in Kodak NTB emulsion, air-dried, and stored at 4°C for 3-4 days (depending on the assay) before being developed and cover-slipped. No staining was detected with sense probes.

Double-label ISH assays were performed similarly as above for single label ISH. However, after washing in 2X SSC at room temperature, slides were washed in 0.1X SSC at 62°C for 1 hour. Slides were then incubated in 2X SSC with 0.05% Triton X-100 containing 3% sheep serum for 75 min at room temperature and then incubated overnight at room temperature with anti-DIG antibody conjugated to alkaline phosphatase [(Roche) diluted 1:500 in Buffer 1 containing 1% NSS and 0.3% Triton X-100]. The next day, slides were washed with Buffer 1 and incubated with Vector Red alkaline phosphatase substrate (Vector Labs) for 1 h at room temperature. The slides were then air-dried, dipped in Kodak NTB emulsion, stored at 4°C, and developed and cover-slipped 9-11 days later.

ISH slides were analyzed with an automated image processing system (Dr. Don Clifton, University of Washington) by a person unaware of the treatment group of each slide (107). For single-label experiments, the software counted the number of ISH silver grain clusters representing single labels cells as well as the number of silver grains over each cell (which provides a semi-quantitative index of Rfrp mRNA expressed per cell) (106, 108, 109). Cells were considered positive when the number of silver grains in a cluster exceeded that of background by 3-fold. DIG-containing cells (GnRH, Oxt or CRH cells) were identified under fluorescence microscopy and the grain-counting software was used to quantify silver grains (representing Gpr147, Gpr74, Gpr54, mRNA) overlying each cell. Signal-to-background ratios for individual cells were calculated, and a cell was considered double-labeled if its ratio was > 4 for Gpr147, Gpr74, Gpr54 in GnRH neurons. A cell was considered double label if signal-to-background ratio > 3 for Gpr147 in CRH or Oxt co-expression assays.
Reverse Transcriptase PCR

GT1-7 and LβT-2 cells were generously provided by the Mellon lab. RNA from each cell line was extracted using QIAzol (Qiagen) following the manufacture’s protocol. cDNA was generated using Omniscript Reverse Transcriptase (Qiagen) and then gene specific products were amplified using RedTaq (Sigma) and the primers listed in Table 1.2. PCR reactions were performed for 35 cycles. Control hypothalamus and pituitary samples were obtained from two adult male mice, frozen on dry ice immediately after sacrifice and then RNA was extracted using QIAzol as described above. RT-PCR products were run on a 2% agarose gel and visualized using ethidium bromide.

Statistical Analysis

All data are expressed as the mean ± SEM for each group. In all experiments, differences were analyzed by Student’s t-test or by 2-way ANOVA, followed by post-hoc comparisons for individual sex/treatment groups via Fisher’s (protected) least significant difference. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05. All analyses were performed in Statview 5.0.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

Experiment 1: Does RFRP-3 inhibit LH secretion in mice?

The conserved role of RFRP-3 in the inhibition of LH secretion is assumed to be true in mice but, surprisingly, data demonstrating this has not yet been reported. In order to test if the mouse RFRP-3 peptide is functionally able to suppress LH secretion in mice, as occurs with other RFRP-3 variants in other species, adult GDX female mice were injected i.p with either 100 ng or 500 ng of the murine RFRP-3 peptide (VNMEAGTRSHFPSLPQRF-NH₂, Genscript USA Inc.) dissolved in 100 µL saline, or saline vehicle. 20 minutes after i.p. injection, blood was collected by retro-orbital bleed and the serum was assayed for LH (n = 7-8 per treatment group).
To date, the effect of subcutaneous (sc) injections of RFPR-3 has not been published. Since s.c. injections induce less stress on the mice and is methodically simpler, this route of administration may prove useful for future experiments. To test if RFRP-3 could be administered s.c., GDX female mice were injected with 1 µg or 5 µg of RFRP-3 dissolved in 100 µL of saline, or received a control injection of 100 µL of saline only. The mice were then bled 20 minutes later via retro-orbital bleed and the serum was assayed for LH (n = 5-6 per treatment group).

RFRP-3 can inhibit LH secretion in rats when administered via intracerebroventricular (ICV) injection. Briefly, the mouse is anesthetized and the top of the skull is shaved and sterilized and the location of bregma is determined by feeling for the fusion of the parietal and frontal bones using the tip of a 25⁸⁄₅₈th-gauge needle that is sheathed to allow only 3 mm of the tip of the needle to be exposed. This sheath will limit the depth in which the needle can penetrate the brain. Once bregma is found, the needle is moved 1 mm posterior and 2 mm lateral and pushed into the skull at a perpendicular angle. This needle is then removed and replaced with a Hamilton syringe with at 28-gauge needle that is sheathed to allow 3.5 mm of the needle tip to be exposed. This syringe is used to inject the 5 µL of RFRP-3 in saline, or saline vehicle over 1 minute. For the experiment, 5 nmol of RFRP-3 (in 5 µL of saline) was injected into GDX female mice and control GDX animals received 5 µL of saline without dissolved RFRP-3. Animals were bled retro-orbitally 20 minutes after injection and serum was assayed for LH (n = 5-6 per treatment group).

**Experiment 2: Does RFRP-3 modulate oxytocin and growth hormone secretion in mice?**

Central injections of RFRP-3 have been shown to stimulate oxytocin and growth hormone secretion in rats (64,95), in addition to suppressing LH secretion. However, this result has not been reproduced in mice. In order to test if the mouse RFRP-3 peptide is functionally able to stimulate oxytocin or GH secretion in mice, 50 pmol of the murine RFRP-3 peptide dissolved
in 5 µL saline, or saline vehicle, was injected into the ventricles using the feed-hand ICV method described above. 25 minutes after ICV injection, blood was collected by retro-orbital bleed and the serum was assayed for oxytocin or growth hormone (n = 7-8 per treatment group).

**Experiment 3: Where is RFRP-3 expressed in the hypothalamus?**

Other investigators have previously published the expression of Rfrp mRNA in the mouse hypothalamus (59,60). However, to further investigate Rfrp a new ISH probe was developed to determine the distribution and intensity of Rfrp expression and for quantification in subsequent experiments. 33P-labeled anti-sense probes of the mouse Rfrp mRNA were hybridized to hypothalamic section of intact adult male and female (diestrous) mice and exposed these slides to photographic emulsion. After developing the slides, silver grain distribution and intensity were quantified (n = two animals per sex).

**Experiment 4: Where are Gpr147 and Gpr74 expressed in the hypothalamus?**

The distributions of the RFRP-3 receptors, Gpr147 and Gpr74, have been described loosely in rats (23,59,110) and only a few times in mice using receptor autoradiography (110,111). Detailed characterization of the distribution of either of these receptors via ISH has yet to be reported. Using single label ISH, the distribution of these two receptors in the hypothalamus and adjacent structures of adult intact males and females (diestrous) were examined to determine where Gpr147 or Gpr74 mRNAs were highly expressed (n = two animals per sex)

**Experiment 5: Assessment of co-expression of RFRP-3 receptors, Gpr147 and Gpr74, in GnRH, neurons**

While Grp147 and Gpr74 are not highly expressed in the areas where GnRH neurons are found, RFRP-3’s inhibition of GnRH neurons is likely mediated through one of the two receptors.
This experiment tested whether either receptor is co-expressed in GnRH neurons. Double-label ISH for \textit{Gpr147} or \textit{Gpr74} mRNA in GnRH neurons was performed on brain tissue from intact males and females (diestrous) (n = 5-7 animals per sex). For comparison, a group of 3 diestrous female mice were examined for co-expression of \textit{Gpr54} (kisspeptin receptor) in GnRH neurons. To determine if RFRP-3 receptor levels in GnRH neurons change depending on the sex steroid milieu, co-expression of \textit{Gpr147} and \textit{Gpr74} in GnRH neurons of GDX males and females was also measured.

\textit{Experiment 6: Assessment of co-expression of Gpr147 in neuronal populations of the paraventricular nucleus}

\textit{Gpr147} mRNA was found to be highest in the paraventricular nucleus (PVN) of the hypothalamus (Experiment 4). Since RFRP-3 has been shown to stimulate oxytocin secretion (Experiment 3) \textit{Gpr147} expression in oxytocin neurons of the mouse PVN was also measured. Double label ISH was performed on intact males and females (diestrous) (n = 4-6 animals per sex).

Data from collaborators suggest the RFRP-3 induces anxiety behavior in mice, possibly by stimulating the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal axis, by stimulating corticotropin-releasing hormone (CRH) (G. M. Anderson, personal communication). Therefore, double label ISH was performed to determine if \textit{Gpr147} was expressed in CRH neurons of the mouse PVN. This was performed on intact females (diestrous) as well as GDX + E\textsubscript{2} treated female mice (n = 4-6 animals per sex).

\textit{Experiment 7: Gpr147 and Gpr74 expression in mouse cell lines}

To determine if \textit{Gpr147} or \textit{Gpr74} are expressed in mouse hypothalamic (GT1-7) or pituitary gonadotrope (L\textbeta T-2) cell lines, RNA was extracted from these two cells lines and
independently assayed for *Gpr147* or *Gpr74* expressing by RT-PCR. These PCR products were run on 2% gel and visualized. RNA from non-neuronal 3T3 cells (112) were also screened as a negative control and RNA from a male mouse hypothalamus served as positive control. 16S ribosomal RNA served as a loading control.

**Results**

*Experiment 1: The murine RFRP-3 peptide inhibits LH secretion in adult female mice*

To determine if peripherally administered murine RFRP-3 peptide can suppress LH secretion in mice, as occurs with other RFRP-3 variants in other species, 100 ng or 500 ng of RFRP-3 or saline was injected i.p. in adult GDX female mice. Both the 100 ng and 500 ng doses of murine RFRP-3 were able to significantly suppress LH secretion, to nearly 70% of saline-treated control levels (Figure 1.1A, p < 0.05). There was no difference in the efficacy of the two doses of murine RFRP-3 on LH suppression.

In addition to peripheral administration via i.p. injection, RFRP-3 was also injected s.c. using a 1 µg or 5 µg dose. However, this dose was ineffective at suppressing LH secretion in GDX female mice after 20 minutes (Figure 1.1B). Further experiments using 1 µg doses and a 40 minute time courses were also ineffective at suppressing LH secretion in GDX female mice (*data not shown*).

Lastly, RFRP-3 was administered centrally via ICV injection. A 5 nmol dose significantly suppressed of LH secretion 20 minutes after injection in GDX female mice (Figure 1.1C, p < 0.05). This dose was had similar to efficacy as the i.p. treatment in suppressing LH to nearly 70% of saline-treated control levels.
Experiment 2: Murine RFRP-3 can induce oxytocin secretion but has no effect on growth hormone secretion

A single ICV injection of RFRP-3 (5 nmol or 50 pmol) was administered to intact female mice and after 20 minutes blood was collected and the serum was measured for oxytocin and growth hormone. The 50 pmol does of RFRP-3 significantly increased oxytocin secretion in female mice (Figure 1.2A, p < 0.05) 20 minutes after injection, similar to the results seen in rats (95). However, growth hormone secretion was not modified by RFRP-3 injection after 20 minutes (Figure 1.2B).

Experiment 3: Neuroanatomical expression of Rfrp mRNA in the mouse hypothalamus

An in-situ hybridization probe was designed against the published Rfrp mRNA sequence. Hybridization of this probe to mouse hypothalamic tissue yielded discrete cells located exclusively in the area immediately adjacent and in dorsal medial nucleus of the hypothalamus. This staining pattern mimics what has been previously shown in mice and rats (20,59). Sexual dimorphisms are common in many reproductive neuropeptides (113), however neither the total number of Rfrp-expressing cells, nor the relative amount of Rfrp mRNA per cell, nor the total amount of Rfrp mRNA in the DMN was significantly different between adult males and females (Figure 1.3).

In analyzing Rfrp expression in this experiment, two obvious sub-populations of Rfrp-expressing cells interspersed with each other in the DMN: one set of cells expressed extremely high levels of Rfrp mRNA and another set expressed much lower Rfrp levels (~ 3-fold lower; Fig 1.4A-B). These two Rfrp subpopulations, termed high-expressing (HE) and low-expressing (LE) cells, were analyzed separately in adult mice to determine if a sex difference exists in either cell-type. In each sex, there were many more LE cells than HE cells. However, there were no sex
differences in either the number of LE or HE Rfrp cells or in the relative mRNA content of either cell type (Figures 1.4C-D). Also, examining the rostral-caudal distribution of LE and HE Rfrp neurons in the DMN found no noticeable differences in the anatomical distribution of either Rfrp sub-population: both HE and LE Rfrp cells are present throughout the DMN, with no preferential localization (data not shown).

Experiment 4: Gpr147 and Gpr74 are expressed in the hypothalamus

Single label in-situ hybridization for Gpr147 or Gpr74 demonstrated that the receptors for RFRP-3 are found in numerous brain regions. Notably, Gpr147 is expressed in the arcuate, dorsal medial and paraventricular nuclei of the hypothalamus, as well as the superior colliculus, and dorsal septum. The highest expression of Gpr147 is seen in the dorsal septum and paraventricular nucleus (Figure 1.5A). Gpr74 expression is distributed throughout a number of brain regions, but high expression was observed suprachiasmatic nucleus of the hypothalamus, nucleus accumbens and the highest expression seen in and thalamic nucleus of reunion (Figure 1.5B). These patterns of staining match with previously published findings (60,110,111).

Experiment 5: Gpr147 is weakly expressed in a subset of GnRH neurons, whereas Gpr74 is not readily co-expressed in GnRH neurons

Gpr147 and/or Gpr74 likely mediate RFRP-3’s inhibitory actions on GnRH neurons, but the expression of either of these receptors in GnRH neurons of mice of either sex has not been demonstrated. Double-label ISH was used to determine that Gpr147 mRNA is present at low levels in ~ 15% of GnRH neurons (Figure 1.6A,D). There were no significant differences in Gpr147/GnRH co-expression between males and females or between hormonal conditions (Figure 1.6D). Gpr74 was weakly expressed in only ~ 3% of GnRH neurons (Figure 1.6B). There
were no significant differences in *Gpr74/GnRH* co-expression between the sexes or between hormone treatments (Figure 1.6E). In stark contrast to *Gpr147* and *Gpr74*, *Gpr54* (kisspeptin receptor) was highly co-expressed in the majority of GnRH neurons of adult female mice, with $\geq 85\%$ of GnRH neurons expressing *Gpr54* (Figure 1.6C,F), consistent with previous reports (39,43).

**Experiment 6: Gpr147 is expressed in Oxytocin and CRH neurons**

In experiment 2, RFRP-3 was able to stimulate oxytocin secretion in female mice. And *Gpr147* is highly expressed in the PVN suggesting that RFRP-3 may directly signal in oxytocin neurons. To test this, double-label in-situ hybridization for *Gpr147* in *Oxt* neurons in the PVN was performed on adult diestrous female and intact male mice (n = 5 animals per group). Nearly one half of *Oxt* neurons co-expressed *Gpr147* in adult female mice (Fig. 1.7A-D). On average, 44% of *Oxt* neurons expressed *Gpr147* in diestrous females, while *Gpr147* was detected in approximately 40% of *Oxt* neurons in male mice (Fig. 1.7E). This percent co-expression of *Gpr147* in oxytocin neurons was not significantly different between sexes.

Since *Gpr147* is highly expressed in the PVN and experiments from collaborators suggested that RFRP-3 may regulate CRH secretion, it was hypothesized that RFRP-3 may directly signal in CRH neurons. To test this, double-label in-situ hybridization for *Gpr147* in *CRH* neurons in the PVN was performed in adult diestrous female mice, as well as in GDX + E$_2$ mice (n = 5 animals per group) was performed. Approximately one third of *CRH*-expressing neurons co-expressed *Gpr147* in adult female mouse (Fig. 1.8A-D). On average, 31% of *CRH* neurons expressed *Gpr147* in diestrous females, while *Gpr147* was detected in approximately 40% of *CRH* neurons in OVX + E$_2$ females (Fig. 1.8D). This percent co-expression of *Gpr147* in CRH neurons was not significantly different between treatment groups.
Experiment 7: Expression of Gpr147 and Gpr74 in cell lines and primary pituitary

RT-PCR reactions were performed to screen for *Gpr147* and *Gpr74* expression in the GnRH cell line, GT1-7, and the pituitary gonadotrope cell line, LβT-2. A weak *Gpr147* product was visible in both GT1-7 cell samples, while *Gpr74* appears to be more highly expressed in the same samples (Figure 1.9A). Neither receptor was present in 3T3 cells. When examining LβT-2 cells, no products for *Gpr147* or *Gpr74* were successfully amplified, but the GnRH receptor (Gnrhr) was successfully amplified from both the cell line and primary pituitaries (Figure 1.9B). Interestingly, *Gpr147* and *Gpr74* could not be amplified from primary pituitary RNA (Figure 1.9B), even though both genes had been assumed in the literature to be expressed in this tissue. As seen with the GT1-7 experiment, *Gpr147* and *Gpr74* could not be amplified from 3T3 cells. Both gene products were successfully amplified from hypothalamic RNA (Figure 1.9B). 16S ribosomal RNA served as a loading control.

Discussion

RFRP-3 has emerged as a potent regulator of GnRH and gonadotropin release, but the function and regulation of *Rfrp* neurons in mice has not been thoroughly examined. This is the first documentation that the murine RFRP-3 peptide can be used in mice, to elicit changes in secretion of multiple hormones and through various routes of administration. As well, this is the first documentation of two subpopulations of *Rfrp*-producing neurons in the DMN with significant differences in their *Rfrp* mRNA levels. It is also demonstrated that unlike some neural populations, these two *Rfrp* subpopulations, as well as the total *Rfrp* population, are not sexually dimorphic. Lastly, this is the first demonstration that *Gpr147* is expressed in small subset of GnRH neurons in mice of both sexes, whereas *Gpr74* is not readily co-expressed in GnRH cells,
suggesting that any direct effects of RFRP-3 on GnRH neurons likely occur via Gpr174 (or another yet-to-be-identified receptor).

Despite the reported effect of the rat variant of RFRP-3 to inhibit LH secretion in many species, including rodents (rats and hamsters), the effect of the murine variant of RFRP-3 on LH has not been reported in any species, including mice themselves. As the RFRP-3 field moves towards transgenic and knockout animals (88,89), mouse models will become increasingly important and affirming our understanding of murine RFRP-3 pharmacology and physiology is essential. The present finding of markedly suppressed LH secretion 20 min after peripheral injection of 2 doses of murine RFRP-3 in adult female mice matches previous results found in rat, hamster, and sheep using the rat RFRP-3 peptide (20,67,70,98,114). Until just recently, RFPR-3 of any variant had surprisingly never been administered to mice. León et al. reported that a truncated rat RFRP-3 peptide given via intracerebroventricular injection modestly decreased serum LH (by ~25%) in wildtype GDX female mice (89). That reduction in LH was considerably less than the suppressive effects of peripheral murine RFRP-3 observed in the present study, in which there is a ~70% decrease in serum LH after peripheral murine RFRP-3 injections at 2 different doses. Besides potential species differences in RFRP-3 peptide efficacy, the difference in magnitude of effect might be due to dosing or the route of administration, as peripheral RFRP-3 can act directly on both the pituitary and hypothalamus. Interestingly, the 100 ng and 500 ng doses were equally effective in suppressing LH secretion, suggesting that the suppressive effect of RFRP-3 may max out near the 100 ng dose. As in this experiment RFRP-3 was administered peripherally, it cannot be discerned at what level(s) of the HPG axis the lowered LH secretion is attributable to. However, most data in rodents suggests that RFRP-3’s effects on LH are induced in the brain, via diminished GnRH signaling, rather than at the pituitary (65). This is in agreement with data presented here that intracerebroventricular injections of RFRP-3 can equally able to suppress LH secretion, suggesting that RFRP-3 can act at the level of the hypothalamus.
Subcutaneous injections of RFRP-3 were ineffective at suppressing LH, although it remains unclear if this is a mechanistic difference in the peptides metabolism or drawback with proper dosing in the subcutaneous route.

Oxytocin secretion was significantly increased after RFRP-3 injection in mice, in agreement with previous reports in rats (95). These findings are supported by the a finding of a noticeable degree of co-expression of Gpr147 with Oxt neurons of the mouse PVN. Oxytocin is an important behavioral and lactational hormone in rodents. Studies from collaborators have concluded that RFRP-3 neurons form a conduit between the site of action of prolactin, another lactation hormone, and the stress axis. As shown here, 30-50% of CRH neurons were found to express RFRP-3 receptor mRNA and be apposed by RFRP-3 fibers (data not shown). RFRP-3 neurons were found to respond directly to prolactin, and lactation reduced Rfrp mRNA levels in a prolactin-dependent manner (G. Anderson, personal communication). Collectively based on these findings, RFRP-3 may prove to have a role in mediating stress behaviors and/or lactational behavior changes in rodents.

RFRP-3 has previously been shown to increase growth hormone secretion in rats treated with with 3.75 nmol and 7 nmol doses of RFRP-3 (95), but a similar dose of mouse RFRP-3 used here was ineffective in stimulating growth hormone secretion. Possible explanations for this discrepancy could be decreased sensitivity of growth hormone release to RFRP-3, and higher doses of the peptide may be effective at inducing secretion, or that RFRP-3’s stimulation of somatotrophs is a rat specific response, as these findings have not been repeated in other species to date.

These studies were the first to show the distribution and neuroanatomical location of Rfrp mRNA in mice. Furthermore, previous RFRP-3 studies examined either just one sex or male and females separately (66,115-117) and this is the first study to directly assess possible sex differences in the mammalian RFRP-3 system. Focusing on Rfrp gene expression, there are no
major differences in Rfrp cell number or mRNA levels between adult males and females. This is in sharp contrast to some other RFamide systems, like kisspeptin, which are robustly sexually dimorphic (104). Although a previous study in hamsters proposed that RFRP-3 neurons are involved in the sexually-dimorphic LH surge in female rodents (63), the absence of Rfip sex differences in this present study suggests that RFRP-3 may not be a key component of the sexually-dimorphic aspect of the positive feedback mechanism (however, see chapter 3).

This is the first study to identify subsets of Rfrp cells in the DMN, with the finding of high Rfip-expressing and low Rfip-expressing cells being interspersed in the same area. The presence of these Rfrp subpopulations, and their differential development and hormonal regulation, discussed below, was likely missed in previous studies which used either qPCR analysis of homogenized brain tissue or fluorescent immunohistochemistry, which may not be sensitive enough to easily distinguish differences in staining levels between individual RFRP-3 cells. This current finding demonstrates obvious differences in the number, development, and hormonal regulation of HE and LE cells (Chapters 3 and 5), and in some cases, these subpopulation differences are obscured when examining the entire Rfip population as a whole. Importantly, similar HE and LE cells are apparent in published Rfip staining in sheep (though this was not addressed) (118), as well as some other neuropeptides in the DMN, such as TRH (119). Whether the HE and LE Rfip cells have different or overlapping functions remains to be determined.

RFRP-3 has agonist activity for both Gpr74 and Gpr147 (24,60,72-74), and the antagonist RF-9, which stimulates LH secretion, can antagonize either receptor (68,120). It is demonstrated here for the first time that Gpr147 is significantly co-expressed in GnRH neurons, whereas Gpr74 is virtually non-existent in GnRH cells. However, the degree of Gpr147/GnRH co-expression was low, being detectable in only small subset of GnRH neurons in either sex, regardless of the hormonal milieu. This contrasts with the kisspeptin receptor, which is co-
expressed in the vast majority of GnRH cells. This *Gpr147* data disagree with another report in male Siberian hamsters, in which Gpr147-ir was observed in ~ 80% of GnRH neurons (96). However, only ~ 25% of GnRH neurons in mice are inhibited electrical firing by RFRP-3 (13), matching the present co-expression data. Whether the discrepancy in co-expression between this mouse data and the hamster data reflects species or technical differences (*in-situ* hybridization versus immunohistochemistry) is unknown, though preliminary findings from another group have observed similar low co-expression levels in mice (99). If Gpr147 is indeed only lowly-expressed in mouse GnRH cells, some of RFRP-3 inhibitory actions may be achieved indirectly via other upstream GnRH-regulating pathways.

Cell lines have proved to be powerful models for understanding molecular mechanisms of hormone signaling. GnRH and gonadotrope cell lines have been developed, but their relevance to studying RFRP-3 biology is unclear since expression of RFRP-3’s receptors is unknown. RT-PCR revealed that *Gpr147* and *Gpr74* are expressed in GT1-7 cells, a GnRH cell line, but not in LβT-2 cells. With regards to GT1-7 cells, there is conflicting evidence regarding the functional effectiveness of RFRP-3. One set of experiments from our collaborators have shown that RFRP-3 is able to inhibit the stimulatory effects of Forskolin on c-Fos induction (C. Glidewell-Kenney, personal communication) while other investigators have had difficulty detecting any effect of RFRP-3 treatment on GT1-7 cells (N. Gojska, personal communication) and have developed new cell lines to test (121). LβT-2 cells appear to lack *Gpr147* and *Gpr74*, in agreement with the present results from primary pituitary, which is an unexpected finding since these receptors are in avian pituitaries. Expression of *Gpr147* and *Gpr74* in the mouse pituitary is assumed, but no report has actually demonstrated this to be true. In fact, the only known report to examine *Gpr147* mRNA in the rodent pituitary (although, in female rats) found it at near undetectable levels (66). *Gpr147* mRNA was detected in LβT-2 used by Son et al. (122) but gene expression in cell lines is known to vary between investigators and treatment. Most recently, a new report has demonstrated
an induction of both Gpr147 and Gpr74 in both GT1-7 and LβT-2 after GnRH stimulation (123). Therefore, this might possibly explain why neither gene could be amplified from unstimulated cells in the present study.

In summary, this chapter determined that murine RFRP-3 is able to suppress LH secretion in gonadectomized female mice, both peripherally and centrally. Moreover, Rfrp expression in mice is not sexually dimorphic, but there are two subpopulations of Rfrp-expressing neurons in the DMN, present in both sexes. Also, many GnRH cells lack RFRP-3 receptors, suggesting that RFRP-3 directly regulates only a subset of GnRH cells (via Gpr147) and/or that some of RFRP-3’s actions on GnRH neurons are achieved indirectly. And lastly, GnRH cell lines, but not pituitary cell lines, express RFRP-3’s receptors, matching what is seen in-vivo, and supporting an indirect mechanism for LH suppression.
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Table 1.1 Probes used for *in-situ* hybridization

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gene Name</th>
<th>Length</th>
<th>Bases</th>
<th>GenBank Accession</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><em>AR</em></td>
<td>312</td>
<td>2001-2312</td>
<td>NM_013476</td>
<td>(124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>e-Fos</td>
<td>1352</td>
<td>285-1637</td>
<td>NM_022197</td>
<td>(103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRH</td>
<td>373</td>
<td>10-382</td>
<td>NM_205769</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ERα</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>1165-1982</td>
<td>NM_007956</td>
<td>(124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GnRH</td>
<td>370</td>
<td>120-490</td>
<td>NM_008145</td>
<td>(103)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gpr147</td>
<td>485</td>
<td>246-724</td>
<td>NM_001177511</td>
<td>(124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gpr54/Kiss1r</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>2276-2879</td>
<td>NM_053244</td>
<td>(124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gpr74</td>
<td>426</td>
<td>62-487</td>
<td>NM_133192</td>
<td>(124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR</td>
<td>960</td>
<td>416-1386</td>
<td>NM_008173</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kiss1</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>76-486</td>
<td>NM_178260</td>
<td>(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LepRb</td>
<td>534</td>
<td>3379-3912</td>
<td>NM_146146</td>
<td>(125)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc4r</td>
<td>887</td>
<td>589-1442</td>
<td>NM_016977</td>
<td>(126)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NPY</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>7-468</td>
<td>NM_0223456</td>
<td>(126)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oxt</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>146-443</td>
<td>NM_011025</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rfrp</td>
<td>488</td>
<td>52-538</td>
<td>NM_021892</td>
<td>(124)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tac2</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>350-612</td>
<td>NM_009312</td>
<td>(108,127)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tacr3</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>286-691</td>
<td>NM_021382</td>
<td>(126)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRH</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>308-572</td>
<td>NM_009426</td>
<td>(119)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1.2 Primers used for RT-PCR

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Primer</th>
<th>Primer Sequence (5'-3')</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gpr147 Fwd</td>
<td>ATG TTC ATC CTC AAC CTG GCT GTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gpr147 Rev</td>
<td>ATG CGG GCG TAC ATG ACC ACG ATG A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gpr74 Fwd</td>
<td>CTC TCT CCA GGT GAA CAC TGG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gpr74 Rev</td>
<td>CAC CAG CCC ACT GAT CTT GC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnrhr Fwd</td>
<td>GCC CCT TGC TGT ACA AAG C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gnrhr Rev</td>
<td>CCG TCT GCT AGG TAG ATC ATC C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16S Fwd</td>
<td>CAC TGC AAA TGA GGA AAT GG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16S Rev</td>
<td>TGA GAT GGA CTG TCG GAT GGC</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 1.1 Effect of RFRP-3 on LH secretion in female mice. Blood samples were collected 20 minutes after RFRP-3 or saline injection for all three experiments. [A] Intraparenteral injections of RFRP-3 (100 ng or 500 ng) or saline into OVX female mice. [B] Subcutaneous injections of RFRP-3 (1 µg or 5 µg) or saline into OVX female mice. [C] Intracerebroventricular injections of RFRP-3 (5 nmol) or saline into OVX female mice.
Figure 1.2 Effects of RFRP-3 on Oxytocin and Growth Hormone secretion in female mice. [A] Increases in serum oxytocin after intracerebroventricular injection of 50 pmol of RFRP-3 or saline. [B] No changes in growth hormone secretion after intracerebroventricular injection of 50 pmol of RFRP-3 or saline.
Figure 1.3 Expression of *Rfrp* in adult male and female mice by *in-situ* hybridization. [A] Representative low-power photomicrograph of *Rfrp* expression in adult female (diestrous) and male mouse. 3V, third ventricle [B] Total number of *Rfrp* cells in the DMN is not significantly different between adult female and male mice. [C] Mean *Rfrp* mRNA/cell (determined by silver grains per cell [GPC]) and [D] total *Rfrp* mRNA in DMN (total silver grains in the DMN) are not significantly different between adult females and males.
Figure 1.4 Characterization of high expressing and low expressing *Rfrp* cells in the DMN. [A] Representative photomicrograph of high-expressing (HE, red arrows) and low-expressing (LE, yellow arrowheads) *Rfrp* cells in an adult male. Note that the central dark void observed in some high-expressing *Rfrp* cells is actually an extremely dense clustering of silver grains that prevents transillumination under dark field, as determined under bright field microscopy (*data not shown*). Scale bar = 50 µm. [B] Average *Rfrp* mRNA/cell (determined by silver grains) between HE and LE population from a representative adult male. The two *Rfrp* sub-populations have significantly different (p < 0.05) amounts of *Rfrp* mRNA (silver grains per cell, GPC). [C] Mean number of HE *Rfrp* cells in adult females and males and *Rfrp* mRNA/HE cell as determined by silver grains/HE cell. Neither measure was significantly different between sexes. [D] Mean number of LE *Rfrp* cells in adult females and males and mRNA/cell as determined by grains/cell of LE cells. Neither measure was significantly different between sexes.
**Figure 1.5** *In-situ* hybridization for *Gpr147* and *Gpr74* in the brain of an adult male mouse. [A] *Gpr147* is expressed the highest in the dorsal septum (right) and paraventricular nucleus (left). Cc, corpus callosum; DFx, dorsal fornix; 3V, third ventricle [B] *Gpr74* expression is prevalent in the mouse brain, but highest expression can be found in thalamic nucleus of reunion.
Figure 1.6 Low expression of RFamide receptors in GnRH neurons of mice, determined by double label in-situ hybridization. [A] Representative photomicrographs of Gpr147 mRNA (silver grains) in a GnRH neuron (red fluorescence; indicated by blue arrowhead) from a male mouse. GnRH neurons not co-expressing Gpr147 are indicated with yellow arrows. [B] Representative photomicrograph of GnRH neurons (red fluorescence) and Gpr74 mRNA (silver grains) in a female mouse. [C] Representative photomicrograph of GnRH neurons (red fluorescence) and Gpr54 mRNA (silver grains) in a female mouse. All GnRH neurons pictured have significant co-expression of Gpr54 mRNA. [D] Quantification of the percent co-expression of Gpr147 in GnRH neurons in intact and gonadectomized (GDX) females (F) and males (M). There were no significant differences between any groups. [E] Quantification of the percent co-expression of Gpr74 in GnRH neurons in intact and gonadectomized females and males. There were no significant differences between any groups. [F] Comparison of the percent co-expression of Gpr54, Gpr147 and Gpr74 in GnRH neurons of intact (diestrous) females.
Figure 1.7 Expression of Gpr147 in oxytocin neurons of female (diestrous) mice. [A] Oxt mRNA (red fluorescence) in the hypothalamus of a female mouse, 3V, third ventricle. [B] Gpr147 mRNA (silver grains) of the same tissue slice as [A]. [C] Merge overlay showing co-expression of Gpr147 in Oxt neurons. [D] High power photomicrograph of Gpr147 co-expression with Oxt. Green arrowheads indicate double-labeled Gpr147/Oxt neurons, blue arrows indicate Oxt neurons that do not express Gpr147, and yellow arrows indicate neurons that express Gpr147 only. [E] Quantification of the percent co-expression of Gpr147 in oxytocin neurons in intact females and males. There were no significant differences between groups.
Figure 1.8 Expression of Gpr147 in corticotropin-releasing hormone neurons of female (diestrous) mice. [A] CRH mRNA (red fluorescence) in the hypothalamus of a female mouse, 3V, third ventricle. [B] Gpr147 mRNA (silver grains) of the same tissue slice as [A]. [C] Merge overlay showing co-expression of Gpr147 in CRH neurons. [D] Quantification of the percent co-expression of Gpr147 in corticotropin-releasing hormone neurons in intact females (diestrous) and ovariectomized and estrogen replaced (OVX + E). There were no significant differences between any groups.
Figure 1.9 Expression of Gpr147 and Gpr74 in mouse cell lines. [A] RT-PCR was performed for Gpr147 and Gpr74 mRNAs in GT1-7 cell line. A week product is visible for Gpr147 mRNA while Gpr74 is more predominantly expressed. The non-neuronal 3T3 cell line does not express either receptor. cDNA from hypothalamus (Hypo) serves as positive control. RT- = hypothalamic cDNA reaction without reverse transcriptase, L = ladder [B] RT-PCR was performed for Gpr147 and Gpr74 mRNAs in LβT-2 cell line. No product is seen for either receptor in the pituitary cell line or primary pituitary cells (pit). RT-PCR for the GnRH receptor (Gnrhr) serves as positive control for LβT-2 and pituitary samples. The non-neuronal 3T3 cell line does not express either receptor. cDNA from hypothalamus (Hypo) serves as positive control. RT- = hypothalamic cDNA reaction without reverse transcriptase, L = ladder. In both experiments, 16S ribosomal RNA served as a loading control.
CHAPTER 2: Interactions between the RFRP-3 and kisspeptin systems

Abstract

The neuropeptides kisspeptin (encoded by *Kiss1*) and RFamide-related peptide-3 (also known as GnIH; encoded by *Rfrp*) are potent stimulators and inhibitors, respectively, of reproduction. Whether kisspeptin or RFRP-3 might act directly on each other’s neuronal populations to indirectly modulate reproductive status is unknown. To begin to examine such possible interconnectivity of the kisspeptin and RFRP-3 systems, double label *in-situ* hybridization (ISH) for RFRP-3’s receptors, *Gpr147* and *Gpr74*, in hypothalamic *Kiss1* neurons of adult male and female mice, as well as double-label ISH for kisspeptin’s receptor, *Kiss1r*, in *Rfrp*-expressing neurons of the hypothalamic dorsal-medial nucleus (DMN) was performed. Only a very small proportion (5-10%) of *Kiss1* neurons of the anteroventral periventricular region expressed *Gpr147* or *Gpr74* in either sex, whereas higher co-expression (21-25%) existed in *Kiss1* neurons in the arcuate nucleus. Thus, RFRP-3 could signal to a small, primarily arcuate, subset of *Kiss1* neurons. Next, the possibility of kisspeptin innervation of RFRP-3 neurons was addressed. In contrast to the former situation, no *Rfrp* neurons co-expressed *Kiss1r* in either sex, and *Tacr3*, the receptor for neurokinin B (NKB; a neuropeptide co-expressed with arcuate kisspeptin neurons) was found in < 10% of *Rfrp* neurons. Moreover, kisspeptin-immunoreactive fibers did not appose RFRP-3-immunoreactive cells in either sex, further excluding the likelihood that kisspeptin neurons directly communicate to RFRP-3 neurons. Lastly, despite abundant NKB in the DMN region where RFRP-3 soma reside, NKB was not co-expressed in the majority of *Rfrp* neurons. These results suggest that RFRP-3 may modulate a small proportion of kisspeptin-producing neurons in mice, particularly in the arcuate nucleus, whereas kisspeptin neurons are unlikely to have any direct reciprocal actions on RFRP-3 neurons.
Introduction

Neuropeptides of the arginine-phenylalanine-amide (RFamide) family have been demonstrated to have potent modulatory effects on a variety of physiological functions, including reproduction (21). Two members of this family, kisspeptin (encoded by Kiss1) and RFamide-related peptide 3 (RFRP-3, encoded by Rfrp), have been shown to regulate mammalian reproductive function through central mechanisms, but have opposing effects on the reproductive axis in mice, with kisspeptin stimulating and RFRP-3 inhibiting reproduction, respectively.

The kisspeptin system, which includes kisspeptin and its receptor, Kiss1r (formerly known as Gpr54), is considered stimulatory and essential for reproductive function. Human patients or rodents lacking functional Kiss1 or Kiss1r genes suffer from impaired puberty and hypogonadotropic hypogonadism, presenting with low levels of gonadotropins and sex steroids, underdeveloped gonads, impaired sexual development, and infertility (17,18,33,34). Exogenous kisspeptin administration potently stimulates the secretion of luteinizing hormone (LH) and follicle stimulating hormone (34,39-42), working centrally through a gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH)-dependent mechanism (6,43). Kisspeptin can directly activate GnRH neurons, as determined via c-Fos induction (a marker of neuronal activation) in GnRH cells (39,43) and stimulation of electrical firing of GnRH neurons in brain explants (44,45). Anatomical support for a direct kisspeptin effect on GnRH cells includes the presence of kisspeptin neuronal fibers apositions on GnRH neurons (47-49) and high Kiss1r expression in the majority of GnRH neurons (34,43,44). Within the rodent brain, kisspeptin/Kiss1 mRNA somata are found in two primary populations: the rostral hypothalamic continuum of the anteroventral periventricular nucleus and neighboring rostral periventricular nucleus (AVPV/PeN), and the arcuate nucleus (ARC) (6,47). In the ARC, kisspeptin neurons highly co-express both neurokinin B (NKB,
encoded by the *Tac2* gene) (127) and dynorphin, giving rise to the terminology KNDy neurons, but exact roles of these co-transmitters are still being elucidated.

In contrast to kisspeptin, RFRP-3 has potent inhibitory actions on both GnRH neuronal activity and LH secretion in most rodent species (13,69,90). RFRP-3 is produced from a precursor peptide encoded by the *Rfrp* gene (59) and is the mammalian ortholog of avian gonadotropin-inhibiting hormone (GnIH) (19,20). Through immunohistochemical assessment, RFRP-3-immunoreactive (ir) cells are found exclusively in the dorsal-medial nucleus of the hypothalamus (DMN) of rodents (20,61), mirroring the selective expression of *Rfrp* mRNA in this region, as determined by *in-situ* hybridization (ISH) (60,124). In rodents, some GnRH neurons are contacted by RFRP-3 axonal fibers (20,64,65) and a subset of GnRH neurons express Gpr147, a high affinity receptor for RFRP-3 (65,124). In addition, RFRP-3 can bind to a second G-protein coupled receptor, Gpr74, with lower affinity (59,60), but this receptor is not expressed in GnRH neurons (26), and its relevance for the reproductive actions of RFRP-3 is currently unknown.

While both kisspeptin and RFRP-3 appear to modulate the reproductive axis in part by direct effects on GnRH, it is possible that these two neuropeptides may also influence reproductive status via indirect pathways. To this end, it is currently unclear if there is modulatory cross-talk between these two neuropeptide populations. In addition to projecting to some GnRH cells, RFRP-3-ir fibers also project to a variety of brain regions that do not have GnRH neurons, including the AVPV, lateral hypothalamic area, paraventricular nucleus, and ARC (20,61,63-65), and appositions of RFRP-3 fibers on some kisspeptin cells in the AVPV/PeN have been observed in female mice (65). Moreover, RFRP-3’s receptors, Gpr147 and Gpr74 are also expressed in several hypothalamic non-GnRH regions, including the periventricular nucleus, paraventricular nucleus, and ARC (65,66,71,124). Additionally, RFRP-3 has been functionally shown to inhibit the electrical firing of some ARC kisspeptin neurons (78), suggesting that
RFRP-3 may in fact be able to directly regulate this kisspeptin population. However, whether ARC kisspeptin neurons actually express RFRP-3 receptors in animals of either sex has not been addressed. Likewise, the possibility of kisspeptin neurons regulating RFRP-3 neurons, either through kisspeptin itself or one of its co-transmitters, such as NKB, has not yet been explored. Indeed, kisspeptin fibers have been observed in the DMN, and some Kiss1r expression has also been reported in this area (128), as has Tacr3 (the receptor for NKB, a co-transmitter of ARC kisspeptin neurons) (129). Thus, there may be unilateral or bilateral communication between the RFRP-3 and kisspeptin populations to fine-tune each other’s actions on the reproductive axis, but this has not yet been thoroughly examined.

To begin to address the possible anatomical interconnectivity of the kisspeptin and RFRP-3 systems, double-label ISH and immunocytochemistry were used to determine 1) if one or both of RFRP-3’s receptors are expressed in Kiss1 cells of either the AVPV/PeN or the ARC of males and females, 2) if the kisspeptin or NKB receptors are co-expressed with Rfrp neurons in the DMN, 3) if kisspeptin axonal fibers are found apposing RFRP-3 cells in the DMN, and lastly, 4) if Rfrp neurons co-express Tac2 (the gene encoding NKB) which is also known to be highly expressed in the DMN.

Materials and Methods

Animals, Gonadectomies, and Tissue Collection

Adult C57BL6 mice of both sexes were housed on a 12-12 light-dark cycle (lights off at 1800 h) with food and water available ad libitum. For some experiments, mice were anesthetized and bilaterally gonadectomized (GDX) one week prior to sacrifice, as previously described (101,102). For in-situ hybridization studies, GDX mice or gonadal-intact mice (females in diestrus, as determined by vaginal smears) were anesthetized with isoflurane and sacrificed by
rapid decapitation. Brains were collected, frozen on dry ice, and stored at -80°C. Five coronal series of 20 µm brain sections were cut on a cryostat, thaw-mounted onto Superfrost-plus slides, and stored at -80°C until use in in-situ hybridization. For immunohistochemistry experiments, gonadal-intact male and GDX male and female mice were perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer for brain collection. Coronal (30 µm thick) sections throughout the caudal hypothalamus, containing the ARC and DMN, were cut from each brain on a sliding microtome with a freezing stage. For all experiments, each group consisted of 4-6 animals. All experiments were conducted in accordance with the NIH Animal Care and Use Guidelines and with approval of the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California, San Diego and the University of Otago Animal Ethics Committee.

**Double-label In-Situ Hybridization (ISH)**

Double-label ISH assays and riboprobes were performed as described in Chapter 1. For double-label assays studying ARC KNDy cells, *Tac2* was used as a designator for KNDy neurons, as pilot studies indicated that *Tac2* expression per cell was stronger than *Kiss1*, allowing for better detection with the fluorescent DIG probe. Radio-labeled (³³P) antisense *Gpr147, Gpr74, KissIr, Tac2*, or *Tacr3* and DIG-labeled *Rfpr, Kiss1, Tac2* or *Gnrh* riboprobes (Roche digoxigenin labeling kit, 1:500) were combined with tRNA, denatured by boiling, and dissolved together in hybridization buffer.

**Immunohistochemistry for kisspeptin and RFPR-3 in the DMN and ARC**

For dual label immunohistochemistry of kisspeptin and RFPR-3, all steps were separated by four 10 minute washes in 50 mM tris-buffered saline containing 0.5% Triton X-100 (TBS-TX). After blocking in TBS-TX containing 1% BSA and 1% normal donkey serum, sections were incubated overnight at 4 °C in sheep anti-mouse kisspeptin-52 (AC053, kindly provided by Dr
Alain Caraty, National Institute for Agronomic Research, France; 1:2000 dilution), and rabbit anti-sparrow GnIH (PAC 123/124, kindly provided by Dr George Bentley, University of California, Berkeley; 1:5000) in blocking solution. Sections were then incubated for 2 hours at room temperature in biotinylated donkey anti-sheep (1:500 dilution; Jackson ImmunoResearch) and Alexa Fluor 488 donkey anti-rabbit (1:500 dilution; Molecular Probes, Life Technologies). Following this, sections were incubated for 1 hour in Alexa Fluor 568-streptavidin (1:500 dilution; Molecular Probes). Staining was observed with a Zeiss LSM 710 confocal microscope using a 63 X objective lens and laser excitation lines and filters for 488 nm or 543 nm. Stacks of images, collected at intervals of 600 nm, were analyzed offline using ImageJ software (National Institutes of Health). In the DMN, twenty RPRP-3 cell bodies were visualized per mouse and all kisspeptin-ir contacts recorded. In the ARC, 29-50 kisspeptin cell bodies were visualized per mouse and all RFRP-3 contacts were recorded. Contacts were defined as no black pixel between the fiber and the soma. Omission of any of the primary antibodies resulted in complete absence of staining.

**Statistical Analysis**

All data are expressed as the mean ± SEM for each group. In all experiments, differences were analyzed by Student’s t-test or by 2-way ANOVA, followed by post-hoc comparisons for individual sex/treatment groups via Fisher’s (protected) least significant difference. Statistical significance was set at $p < 0.05$. All analyses were performed in Statview 5.0.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
Results

Experiment 1: Only a small proportion of AVPV Kiss1 neurons express Gpr147 or Gpr74

This lab previously reported that 12-15% of Kiss1 neurons in the AVPV/PeN of female mice express Gpr147, both in ovary-intact (diestrous) and estradiol-treated conditions (65). However, it is unknown if a similar proportion of AVPV/PeN Kiss1 neurons in male mice express Gpr147. Additionally, the co-expression of Gpr74 with Kiss1 in the AVPV/PeN in either sex has not previously been determined. In the present experiment, double-label ISH determined co-expression of Gpr147 or Gpr74 mRNA in Kiss1 neurons in the AVPV/PeN of gonadally-intact female (diestrous) and male mice. Such co-expression was not also examined in GDX mice, as Kiss1 expression is nearly undetectable in the AVPV/PeN in the GDX state (101). As expected, there was a pronounced sex difference in the number of detectable AVPV/PeN Kiss1 neurons, with females having several fold more Kiss1 neurons than males (data not shown) (104). In terms of RFRP-3 receptors, there is an overall low abundance of both Gpr147 and Gpr74 expression in the AVPV/PeN region, unlike other regions such as the paraventricular nucleus and thalamus where Gpr147 and Gpr74 mRNAs, respectively, were more highly expressed. In agreement with previous studies (65), quantitatively, only 12% of AVPV/PeN Kiss1 neurons expressed Gpr147 in females, and a similar proportion was observed in males (Figure 2.1). An even smaller proportion (5-6%) of AVPV/PeN Kiss1 neurons co-expressed Gpr74 in either sex. There were no statistical differences between the sexes for co-expression of either RFRP-3 receptor with Kiss1 in the AVPV/PeN. The relative amount of Gpr147 or Gpr74 mRNA per Kiss1 cell, reflected by the number of silver grains in each Kiss1 cell, also did not differ between sexes (data not shown).
Experiment 2: A moderate proportion of KNDy neurons in the ARC express Gpr147 or Gpr74 and receive contacts from RFRP-3 fibers

The ARC Kiss1 population highly co-expresses Tac2 (which encodes NKB) and is referred to as the KNDy neuron population. Here, it was determined if either Gpr147 or Gpr74 is co-expressed in ARC KNDy neurons of adult male and female mice. Gpr147 mRNA was moderately expressed in approximately 21% and 25% of KNDy neurons in gonadally-intact female (diestrus) and male mice, respectively (Figure 2.2A-C). Similar levels of Gpr147 co-expression were found in GDX mice of both sexes (Figure 2.2). Like Gpr147, 21-22% of ARC KNDy neurons in gonadally-intact male and female mice co-expressed Gpr74 mRNA (Figure 2.3A-C). For both assays, GDX mice had considerably more KNDy neurons than gonadally-intact mice (p < 0.05; data not shown), as expected due to known stimulatory effects of GDX on KNDy cells in rodents (130,131). There were no statistical differences between sexes or gonadal states in the degree of Gpr147 or Gpr74 co-expression in ARC KNDy neurons and no group differences were observed in the relative amount of receptor mRNA per KNDy neuron (silver grains per double-labeled cell). The co-expression for the two RFRP-3 receptors within KNDy neurons was evenly dispersed throughout the ARC and not noticeably different between in any anatomical sub-region within the KNDy neuron population.

To further examine possible RFRP-3 neuron to kisspeptin neuron interactions, double-label IHC was used to assess potential RFRP-3 fiber contacts on kisspeptin neurons in the ARC of female mice. For this analysis, GDX females were used, as this gonadal state allows for identification of kisspeptin cell bodies in the ARC, unlike gonadal-intact mice in which the dense kisspeptin fiber network obscures cell bodies. Supporting the receptor co-expression data above, RFRP-3 fibers were found to appose a moderate proportion of ARC kisspeptin cells. Quantification determined that ~35% of kisspeptin soma in the ARC received RFRP-3 fiber contacts (Figure 2.4).
Experiment 3: Rfrp neurons do not highly express Kiss1r or Tacr3 or receive axonal contacts from kisspeptin neurons

Experiments 1 and 2 indicated that a small population of kisspeptin neurons in the AVPV/PeN, and more so in the ARC, could be responsive to RFRP-3 signaling. A reciprocal relationship might also exist: could kisspeptin neurons also act on Rfrp neurons? To address this, double label ISH determined the degree of Kiss1r co-expression in Rfrp neurons and also to which kisspeptin fibers contact RFRP-3 neurons in the DMN. Double label ISH for Kiss1r in Rfrp neurons in adult male and female mice revealed that essentially all Rfrp neurons (> 99%) lacked Kiss1r (Figure 2.5A). In fact, Kiss1r was surprisingly absent from the DMN, despite previous ISH data demonstrating high expression of Kiss1r in this nucleus (128). As a positive control, pronounced Kiss1r mRNA expression was observed in the habenula, a known region of Kiss1r expression (data not shown). To ensure that lack of Kiss1r in Rfrp neurons was not due to technical reasons, a second set of slides from the rostral hypothalamus of adult females was concurrently assayed for Kiss1r expression in Gnrh neurons (Figure 2.5C, D) along with Kiss1r in Rfrp neurons. Whereas > 85% of GnRH neurons expressed Kiss1r, no Rfrp neurons expressed Kiss1r (Figure 2.5C, D), consistent with the previous assay.

In the ARC, kisspeptin neurons co-express NKB, which could potentially be used by ARC KNDy neurons to communicate with RFRP-3 neurons via Tacr3 signaling. Indeed, Tacr3 (the NKB receptor) is highly expressed in the DMN region, along with NKB fibers (129,132), but it is unknown if this specifically includes RFRP-3 neurons. Using double-label ISH for Tacr3 and Rfrp, a robust staining for both mRNAs in the DMN of mice of both sexes was found (Figure 2.6A,B). However, quantitative analysis determined that Tacr3 mRNA was absent in most Rfrp neurons. Less than 10% of Rfrp neurons expressed Tacr3 in gonadally-intact males and females (Figure 2.6C), and similar low co-expression levels were quantified in GDX mice of both sexes, with Tacr3 being detected in only ~ 8% of Rfrp neurons (Figure 2.6C). There were no statistical
differences between sexes or gonadal state in the proportion of cells expressing Tacr3 or the relative Tacr3 mRNA level per Rfrp cell.

In a complementary experiment, double-label IHC to assessed potential kisspeptin fibers contacts, which could arise from either the AVPV/PeN kisspeptin population and/or ARC kisspeptin/NKB (KNDy) cells, on RFRP-3 neurons in the DMN. Matching the receptor co-expression data, virtually no RFRP-3 cells were observed with contacts from kisspeptin fibers (Figure 2.7A). Quantification of the staining revealed that, on average, just 4% of RFRP-3-immunoreactive cells received apparent contacts from kisspeptin-containing fibers in gonadally-intact adult male mice (Figure 2.7B). Similar results were observed in GDX males, with only ~3% of RFRP-3 cells receiving kisspeptin fiber appositions (Figure 2.7B). There were no statistical differences in the degree of kisspeptin-RFRP-3 contacts between intact and GDX mice.

Experiment 4: Is NKB a co-neuropeptide with RFRP-3?

Tac2 mRNA, which codes for NKB, is known to be highly expressed in the DMN (133), but its co-expression in RFRP-3 neurons is unknown. Double-label ISH to determined if Rfrp neurons are in fact the same or an overlapping population of DMN cells as those expressing Tac2. However, despite strong expression of both genes in the DMN region, Rfrp and Tac2 neurons in the DMN are mostly distinct populations, with relatively low levels of co-expression (Figure 2.8A, B). Quantitatively, approximately 12% of Rfrp neurons co-express Tac2 in adult mice of both sexes (Figure 2.8C) under both gonadal-intact and GDX conditions. There were no statistical differences in the proportion of Rfrp neurons co-expressing Tac2 between sexes or treatment group and there were no differences in the grains per cell representing Tac2 mRNA levels in the double-labeled cells (Figure 2.8C). The degree of reciprocal co-localization of DMN Tac2 neurons expressing Rfrp was not quantified. However, it was noted that significantly more total
Tac2 neurons than Rfrp neurons were in the DMN region, indicating that the proportion of Tac2 cells co-expressing Rfrp would be notably lower than the 12% of Rfrp neurons found to co-express Tac2.

Discussion

Despite the potent and reciprocal activities of kisspeptin and RFRP-3 on the reproductive axis, comprehensive interconnectivity of these two neuropeptide systems has not been thoroughly investigated. Here, it was determined if the receptors for RFRP-3, Gpr147 and Gpr74, were expressed in either population of hypothalamic kisspeptin neurons and whether kisspeptin’s receptor, or that for NKB, was expressed in RFRP-3 cells. The majority of AVPV/PeN Kiss1 neurons do not express either of the receptors known to mediate the actions of RFRP-3, whereas a moderate percentage of kisspeptin cells in the ARC do co-express RFRP-3 receptors. Conversely, Kiss1r (kisspeptin receptor) was absent in virtually all Rfrp neurons and almost no RFRP-3 neurons receive appositions from kisspeptin axonal fibers. Moreover, Tacr3, the receptor for ARC kisspeptin’s co-transmitter NKB, was not highly expressed in most RFRP-3 cells. Overall, the anatomical data suggest that the kisspeptin and RFRP-3 neuronal systems likely act independently on the GnRH-pituitary axis and may only have notable communication with each other at the level of RFRP-3 signaling to ARC kisspeptin cells.

The various mechanisms by which RFRP-3 neurons might regulate the reproductive axis are not fully elucidated. A good part of RFRP-3’s reproductive modulation appears to occur through the inhibition of GnRH release, and antagonizing the GnRH receptor abolishes the stimulatory effect of an RFRP-3 antagonist, RF9, on LH secretion (65). These data suggest that RFRP-3 provides an inhibitory tone upstream of GnRH signaling, since blockade of RFRP-3 signaling is only effective at stimulating LH when GnRH signaling pathways are functional.
However, using several different techniques, there is only low to moderate co-expression of the RFRP-3 receptors, Gpr147 and Gpr74, in GnRH neurons, with a majority of GnRH cells not expressing either receptor (65,124), matching the finding that only a subset of GnRH neurons changing their firing rate after RFRP-3 treatment (13). The ability of RFRP-3 to inhibit GnRH and LH despite a majority of GnRH cells not expressing RFRP-3 receptors could indicate that some RFRP-3-mediated inhibition on GnRH may occur indirectly. While the possibility of RFRP-3 acting on the pituitary has been hypothesized, RFRP-3 neurons of rodents are not hypophysiotropic, since they are unable take up peripherally administered retrograde tracers (70). These data exclude the possibility of RFRP-3 acting directly on the pituitary of rodents, which differs from the ovine model, where RFRP-3 can be measured in portal blood (134).

Given that only a subset of GnRH neurons expresses RFRP-3 receptors, it can be speculated that RFRP-3 may also regulate the GnRH axis through an intermediate neuropeptide population(s), such as kisspeptin neurons. Kisspeptin is a potent stimulator of GnRH release (6), but the “upstream” circuitry that regulates the synthesis and secretion of kisspeptin is poorly understood. Thus, it is hypothesized that RFRP-3 may be an upstream factor that negatively modulates kisspeptin neurons to thereby reduce GnRH activation. This possibility was supported by data indicating that RFRP-3 fibers appose some AVPV/PeN kisspeptin neurons in female mice (65) and are also present in the ARC where kisspeptin neurons also reside (20,61,63). However, based on the present findings, it appears that a large majority of kisspeptin neurons, in both the AVPV/PeN and the ARC, are lacking receptors for RFRP-3. This was especially apparent in the AVPV/PeN, suggesting that kisspeptin neurons in that nucleus are unlikely to be significantly regulated by direct RFRP-3 signaling. In the ARC, however, a moderate proportion (~20-25%) of kisspeptin cells co-expressed Gpr147 or Gpr74, and nearly 35% of ARC kisspeptin neurons receive RFRP-3 fibers, indicating that there could be some functional regulation of kisspeptin neurons by RFRP-3 in this specific brain region. Even so, it is not clear what the functional
significance of such communication would be, given the lack of RFRP-3 receptors and fibers contacts in such a large proportion of these ARC KNDy cells. Since triple labeling experiments could not be performed, it is unknown if the same ARC kisspeptin cells that express Gpr147 also express Gpr74, or if different kisspeptin cells express each of the two RFRP-3 receptors. If the latter scenario, then not only would a larger proportion of ARC kisspeptin cells than are observed (20-25%) actually be responsive to RFRP-3 signals, but also the differing affinities of RFRP-3 for these receptor subtypes might enable graded or differing responses of different kisspeptin cells to the same RFRP-3 stimulus. Whereas the maximum percent of ARC kisspeptin neurons directly modulated by RFRP-3 signaling is likely capped at one third, due to the proportion of KNDy neurons with RFRP-3 fibers appositions and RFRP-3 receptors, it remains possible that such RFRP-3 signaling may still affect the entire KNDy population indirectly via the reciprocally interconnected nature of the KNDy neuron network. Of note, Tac2 expression was used to represent KNDy neurons, since nearly all Tac2 neurons (> 95%) co-express Kiss1 in the ARC of mice (A.S. Kauffman, unpublished observation). Thus, Tac2 expression in the mouse ARC faithfully reflects Kiss1 expressing neurons.

One interesting possible role for RFRP-3-kisspeptin interactions that has been hypothesized is the regulation of the preovulatory GnRH/LH surge, an event driven by kisspeptin and suppressed by RFRP-3 (90,135). RFRP-3 neuronal activity declines at the time of the LH surge (63), as does the hypothalamic concentration of RFRP-3 peptide (M.Z. Rizwan and G.M. Anderson, unpublished data). It is conceivable that this decline reduces inhibitory RFRP-3 tone on kisspeptin neurons, allowing increased kisspeptin drive to the trigger the GnRH/LH surge (48). Such speculation would be consistent with previous reports of RFRP-3 causing suppression of cellular activity as well as reduced kisspeptin neuronal firing rate in the AVPV (13,90), a key brain region implicated in the LH surge event. However, this is less consistent with the present finding of minimal RFRP-3 receptors in AVPV kisspeptin neurons. Indeed, most RFRP-3
receptors in kisspeptin neurons were located in the ARC rather than the AVPV, and the former brain region is not implicated in the LH surge in rodents. Thus, the findings suggest that any effects of RFRP-3 on AVPV kisspeptin neurons to govern the LH surge would likely be indirect on those neurons.

Initial ISH studies targeting Kiss1r suggested it was highly expressed in the DMN (128), and kisspeptin fibers have been observed in the DMN (136), supporting the possibility that kisspeptin signaling may interface with RFRP-3 neurons. The present results, however, strongly exclude the possibility of kisspeptin acting on RFRP-3 neurons through Kiss1r, as no Rfrp neurons expressed the mRNA for this receptor. Moreover, contrary to the initial report (128), there is no evidence of significant Kiss1r mRNA in the DMN area, at least under the conditions examined. This was not due to poor sensitivity of the Kiss1r ISH, since there was high Kiss1r expression in GnRH neurons and other brain regions, as expected. To complement this receptor expression data, kisspeptin-containing fibers apposed RFRP-3 cells was also determined. In agreement with the ISH data, these immunohistochemistry results also excluded the likelihood of kisspeptin neurons targeting RFRP-3 neurons, as virtually all RFRP-3 neurons were devoid of kisspeptin fibers appositions. Importantly, these fibers apposition data also indicate that, due to the lack of physical connectivity, it is highly unlikely that kisspeptin neurons utilize other co-neuropeptides, such NKB or dynorphin, to act directly on Rfrp neurons. This was supported by the finding that Tacr3, the receptor for NKB (a co-transmitter with kisspeptin from ARC cells), was absent in the vast majority of Rfrp neurons, despite robust Tacr3 expression elsewhere nearby in the DMN. Any NKB interaction on the small subset of RFRP-3 neurons expressing Tacr3 would likely arise from non-ARC NKB neurons, since almost no kisspeptin fibers appose RFRP-3 neurons (ARC KNDy neuron fibers would contain kisspeptin as well as NKB).
Most hypothalamic neuropeptide populations tend to produce more than one neuropeptide or neurotransmitter. Yet, the potential co-transmitters that may also be expressed in and released by RFRP-3 neurons are unknown. The present study also examined if NKB was co-expressed with RFRP-3, as many neurons in the DMN highly express Tac2. However, despite a little degree of overlap, Tac2 was not expressed in the large majority of Rfrp neurons. These data suggest that the RFRP-3 and NKB neuronal populations residing in the DMN are, for the most part, distinct and separate neuropeptide populations. Thus, it presently remains unknown if RFRP-3 neurons also highly secrete additional co-transmitters or not.

In summary, the data presented here exclude the likelihood of RFRP-3 acting on any sizable proportion of kisspeptin neurons in the AVPV/PeN in either sex, but suggest that RFRP-3 may potentially provide some direct regulation to a moderate subset of ARC KNDy cells. Additionally, the possibility of a reciprocal action of kisspeptin or NKB on RFRP-3 neurons was strongly excluded, as no Rfrp neurons express Kiss1r and virtually no RFRP-3-ir neurons receive kisspeptin appositions or express Tacr3. Lastly, the majority of Rfrp neurons lack Tac2, indicating that NKB is not a co-expressed with RFRP-3 and that these are likely two separate neuronal populations in the DMN. These data demonstrate that kisspeptin is acting independently of, and in parallel with, the RFRP-3 system to govern the reproductive axis, whereas some effects of RFRP-3 on reproduction may potentially be derived via actions on a subset of ARC kisspeptin cells. Whether RFRP-3 also acts elsewhere in the brain to indirectly modulate reproduction remains unexplored, but could possibly include other regions such as paraventricular nucleus, lateral hypothalamus, thalamus, and amygdala where RFRP-3 fibers have been reported (61) and where Gpr147 or Gpr74 mRNAs are notably expressed (110).
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Figure 2.1. Expression of Gpr147 and Gpr74 in AVPV/PeN Kiss1 neurons by double label in-situ hybridization. [A] Representative photomicrographs of double label in-situ hybridization of Kiss1 (red fluorescence) and Gpr147 (silver grains) in an intact male. 3V, third ventricle [B] Kiss1 neurons co-expressing Gpr147 (green arrowhead) and Kiss1 neurons with no co-expression of Gpr147 (blue arrows). [C] Quantification of the percent co-expression of Gpr147 in Kiss1 neurons between gonadally-intact females (F) and males (M). There were no significant differences in co-expression between any of the groups. [D] Representative photomicrographs of double label in-situ hybridization of Kiss1 (red fluorescence) and Gpr74 (silver grains) in a diestrous female. [E] Kiss1 neurons co-expressing Gpr74 (green arrowhead) and Kiss1 neurons with no co-expression of Gpr147 (blue arrows). [F] Quantification of the percent co-expression of Gpr147 in Kiss1 neurons between gonadally-intact females (F) and males (M). There were no statistical differences between the sex or gonadal state.
Figure 2.2. Expression of Gpr147 in ARC Tac2 neurons by double label *in-situ* hybridization. [A] Representative photomicrographs of double label *in-situ* hybridization of Tac2 (red fluorescence) and Gpr147 (silver grains) in a diestrous female. [B] Tac2 neurons co-expressing Gpr147 (green arrowhead) and Tac2 neurons with no co-expression of Gpr147 (blue arrows). [C] Quantification of the percent co-expression of Gpr147 in Tac2 neurons between gonadally-intact females (F) and males (M) and gonadectomized (GDX) M and F. There were no significant differences in co-expression between any of the groups.
Figure 2.3. Expression of Gpr74 in ARC Tac2 neurons by double label in-situ hybridization. [A] Representative photomicrographs of double label in-situ hybridization of Tac2 (red fluorescence) and Gpr74 (silver grains) in a diestrous female. [B] Tac2 neurons co-expressing Gpr74 (green arrowhead) and a Gpr74 neuron that is not expressing Tac2 (yellow arrow). [C] Quantification of the percent co-expression of Gpr147 in Tac2 neurons between gonadally-intact females (F) and males (M) and gonadectomized (GDX) M and F. These experimental groups were not statistically
difference.
Figure 2.4. Representative photomicrograph of RFRP-3 immunoreactive fiber (green fluorescence) in apposition with ARC kisspeptin neuron (red fluorescence) in a female mouse. Immunohistochemical analysis revealed RFRP-3 contacts with ~35% of kisspeptin cell bodies in the ARC of GDX female mice. Figure is a collapsed stack of several confocal optical sections.
Figure 2.5. Expression of Kiss1r in Rfrp and GnRH neurons by double label in-situ hybridization. [A] Representative photomicrographs of double label in-situ hybridization of Rfrp (red fluorescence) and Kiss1r (silver grains) in the DMN of a diestrous female. Rfrp neurons lacking Kiss1r are marked with blue arrowheads [B] Quantification of the percent co-expression of Kiss1r in Rfrp neurons between gonadally-intact females and males. There were no significant differences in co-expression between sexes. [C] Representative photomicrographs of double label in-situ hybridization of Kiss1r (silver grains) and GnRH (red fluorescence) in the preoptic area (POA) of an intact male. Green arrowheads identify double-labeled cells [D] Quantification of the percent co-expression of Kiss1r in Rfrp or GnRH neurons in diestrous females and intact males (percentages averaged across all animals).
Figure 2.6. Expression of Tacr3 in Rfrp by double label in-situ hybridization. [A] Representative photomicrographs of double label in-situ hybridization of Rfrp (red fluorescence) and Tacr3 (silver grains) in the DMN of an intact male mouse. [B] Rfrp neurons co-expressing Tacr3 (green arrowhead) and a cell expressing Tacr3 without Rfrp (yellow arrow). [C] Quantification of the percent co-expression of Tacr3 in Rfrp neurons between gonadally-intact females (F) and males (M) and gonadectomized (GDX) M and F. There were no significant differences in co-expression between any of the groups.
Figure 2.7. Immunohistochemistry for kisspeptin fibers and RFRP-3 cell bodies in the DMN. [A] Immunohistochemistry of an RFRP-3 cell body and fibers (green fluorescence) and a kisspeptin fiber (red fluorescence) in the DMN of a gonadally-intact male. [B] Quantification of the percent of RFRP-3 neurons receiving contacts from kisspeptin fibers in the DMN of intact and gonadectomized (GDX) male mice. Almost no RFRP-3 cells were contacted and there was no statistical difference between gonadal states.
Figure 2.8. Expression Tac2 in Rfrp neurons in the DMN by double label in-situ hybridization. [A] Representative photomicrographs of double label in-situ hybridization of Rfrp (red fluorescence) and Tac2 (silver grains) in a diestrous female. [B] Rfrp neurons co-expressing Tac2 (green arrowhead) and a Tac2 neuron that is not expressing Rfrp (yellow arrow). [C] Quantification of the percent co-expression of Gpr147 in Tac2 neurons between gonadally-intact females (F) and males (M) and gonadectomized (GDX) M and F. These experimental groups.
CHAPTER 3: Regulation of Rfrp expression by sex steroids

Abstract

RFRP-3’s suppressive effects on the reproductive axis may be a mechanism in which sex steroids, testosterone and estradiol, feedback and regulate GnRH release. If sex steroids regulated RFRP-3 neurons, then Rfrp expression would likely be modulated by changes in these sex steroids and RFRP-3 neurons would have the appropriate sex steroid receptors to sense these changes. Using single in-situ hybridization, in adult mice, estradiol and testosterone moderately repress Rfrp expression in both high expressing and low expressing cells, while the non-aromatizable androgen dihydrotestosterone has no effect. Using double-label ISH, it was determined that ~25% of Rfrp neurons co-express estrogen receptor alpha in each sex, whereas Rfrp cells do not readily express androgen receptor in either sex, regardless of hormonal milieu. Given RFRP-3 inhibitory effects on reproduction, this suppression by estradiol and testosterone suggests that RFRP-3 may not be apart of the negative feedback loop. However, these outcomes suggest RFRP-3 may have a role the sex steroid positive feedback loop that occurs during ovulation. In-situ hybridization was performed for Rfrp mRNA under LH surge like conditions, and no changes in Rfrp expression were found at any time point. Interestingly, there was a significant suppression in c-Fos co-expression in Rfrp neurons of females around the time of lights off, when the LH surge is at its peak. This suppression of c-Fos co-expression was not observed in male mice, suggesting female, sex steroid positive feedback specific mechanism. These experiments provide insight into the sex steroid regulation of Rfrp expression.
Introduction

Sex steroids regulate many neuropeptide systems, but contradictory outcomes currently exist regarding the roles of these hormones in regulating *Rfrp* neurons. Estradiol (E$_2$) treatment had no effect on total *Rfrp* mRNA levels in female rats (66) but decreased total *Rfrp* expression in female mice (137). Further clouding the issue, another study in female rats reported that E$_2$ treatment increases total *Rfrp* mRNA levels (117). Likewise, the degree of co-expression of sex steroid receptors in RFRP-3 neurons is currently not well characterized. In female hamsters, ~40% of RFRP-3 immuoreactive neurons co-express estrogen receptor alpha (ER$\alpha$) (20), but in female mice, only 20% of *Rfrp* neurons co-express ER$\alpha$ (137). At present, no studies have examined the effects of E$_2$ on, or the degree of ER$\alpha$ co-expression in, RFRP-3 neurons of male rodents. Furthermore, the regulation of *Rfrp* specifically by androgen pathways has not yet been examined in either sex of any species, nor has the co-expression of androgen receptors (AR) in *Rfrp* neurons been quantified.

Ovulation in female mammals is gated at the neuroendocrine level by an estradiol-mediated positive feedback LH surge. This release of LH is controlled by GnRH neurons, and when estradiol levels are high, and only in the late afternoon, there is an increase in GnRH neuron activity and pulse frequency that induces a surge in LH (135). The mechanism that promotes this switch from positive to negative feedback remains unclear, however it is clear that this event is circadian gated and dependent on estrogen (138,139). RFRP-3 neurons show decreased immunoreactivity and decreased c-Fos co-expression during the late afternoon of proestrous, coinciding with the endogenous LH surge (63). This is also supported by the fact that high estradiol levels, which are present during the LH surge, suppress *Rfrp* mRNA expression in both sexes (124). Furthermore, this decrease in RFRP-3 neuron activity aligns with increased GnRH neuron activity seen during an LH surge (63), suggesting that the increase in GnRH neuronal
activation could be due to an attenuation of RFRP-3 suppressive effects. However, RFRP-3’s involvement during the sexually dimorphic LH surge remains unexplored in mice.

These experiment set to determine 1) whether sex steroids, including estradiol and androgens, can affect Rfrp neurons in both sexes, 2) whether any sex steroid effects are direct by assessing whether Rfrp neurons co-express either ERα and/or AR in both sexes, 3) if Rfrp expression or neuronal activation are suppressed prior or during the LH surge.

Materials and Methods

Animals, Gonadectomies, Tissue Collection, and in-situ hybridization

For experiments 1 and 2, adult mice were anesthetized with isoflurane, bilaterally gonadectomized (GDX), and implanted subcutaneously with a SILASTIC capsule (internal diameter 1.47 mm, external diameter 1.96 mm) packed with E₂ (4 mm, 1:4 with cholesterol), testosterone (T, 6 mm), or DHT (8 mm), or received no implant. These implants have been shown previously to produce elevated physiological levels of hormone (87.9 ± 10.0 pg/mL for E₂; 11.1 ± 0.8 ng/mL for T; 2.8 ± 0.7 ng/mL for DHT) (101,102) and to significantly change gene expression of other neuropeptides in adult mice (101,102,106,109). One week after GDX, animals were anesthetized with isoflurane and rapidly decapitated. Brains were collected, frozen on dry ice, and stored at -80°C.

For experiment 3, adult C57BL6 mice were housed on a 12-12 light-dark cycle (lights off at 1700h) with food and water and a running wheel available ad libitum. All mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and bilaterally gonadectomized and subcutaneously implanted with a SILASTIC capsule (inner diameter = 0.20 cm, outer diameter = 0.318 cm) capsules containing either 0.625 µg (for females) or 0.885 µg (for males) of 17-β E₂ dissolved in sesame oil (105,140). This treatment produces constant E₂ levels of 20–30 pg/ml, similar to female mouse
proestrus levels (105,140,141). Pilot experiments determined males required a higher dose of 17-β E₂ to produce the 20-30 pg/mL of serum E₂, likely due to increased body weight (*data not shown*). Under this hormonal milieu, female mice demonstrate a daily circadian-timed LH surge around the time of lights off. After three days of recovery, animals were anesthetized with isoflurane and sacrificed by rapid decapitation. Brains were collected, frozen on dry ice, and stored at -80°C.

For all experiments, five coronal series of 20 µm brain sections were cut on a cryostat, thaw-mounted onto Superfrost-plus slides, and stored at -80°C until use in *in-situ* hybridization. *In-situ* hybridization was performed for *Rfrp* (single label) or *Rfrp* and *ERα*, or *Rfrp* and *AR*, or *Rfrp* and *c-Fos* (double labels) as described in Chapter 1. Signal-to-background ratios for individual cells were calculated, and a cell was considered double-labeled if its ratio was > 4 for *ERα* and *AR* co-expression *Rfrp* experiments. A cell was considered double label if signal-to-background ratio > 3 for *c-Fos* and *Rfrp* co-expression experiments.

All experiments were conducted in accordance with the NIH Animal Care and Use Guidelines and with approval of the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California, San Diego.

*Statistical Analysis*

All data are expressed as the mean ± SEM for each group. In all experiments, differences were analyzed by Student’s t-test or by 2-way ANOVA, followed by post-hoc comparisons for individual sex/treatment groups or time points via Fisher’s (protected) least significant difference. Statistical significance was set at *p* < 0.05. All analyses were performed in Statview 5.0.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
Experiment 1: Evaluation of the regulatory effects of E$_2$ and androgens on Rfrp expression in adult gonadectomized males and females

The effects of E$_2$ on Rfrp-expressing cells are unclear and not fully characterized. Moreover, the effects of E$_2$ on Rfrp have not yet been examined in males, nor have the effects of non-aromatizable androgens (DHT) on Rfrp neurons been examined yet in any species. The first experiment examined whether Rfrp expression differs between GDX mice of each sex with and without E$_2$ replacement. Adult male and female mice were GDX and implanted with steady-state E$_2$ (or nothing). Brains were collected one week later and assayed for Rfrp expression via ISH (n = 6 animals/group). The next experiment tested whether Rfrp expression is regulated by androgens. Adult GDX males were given implants containing E$_2$, T, or non-aromatizable DHT, or received no implant. One week later, brains were collected and assayed for Rfrp expression using ISH (n = 6 animals/group).

Experiment 2: Co-expression of sex steroid receptors in Rfrp neurons in males and females

If sex steroids act directly on Rfrp neurons, then sex steroid receptors should be co-expressed in Rfrp cells. Brains from gonadally-intact males and females (diestrous), as well as GDX + E$_2$ males and females, were assayed for co-expression of ER$\alpha$ in Rfrp neurons using double-label ISH. In a separate experiment, alternate sections from the same gonadally-intact and E$_2$-treated groups were assayed for AR co-expression in Rfrp neurons by double-label ISH (n = 6-7 animals/group/assay).

Experiment 3: Changes in Rfrp expression and Rfrp neuron activation during the LH surge

E$_2$ appears to have a suppressive effect on Rfrp expression. This mechanism may be a part of the female-only LH surge positive feedback loop, in which Rfrp neurons are suppressed,
in either *Rfrp* expression and/or *c-Fos* induction, to reduce RFRP-3 inhibitory tone on GnRH neurons. This removal of RFRP-3’s inhibition would allow the LH surge to escalate without the damping effects of RFRP-3 on LH secretion. To test this hypothesis, adult male and female mice were gonadectomized and estrogen replaced (see Chapter 3 *Animals, Gonadectomies, and Tissue Collection* subheading). Two days after recovery, brains were collected and processed ISH and serum was collected to measure LH and confirm E₂ levels. Animals were sacrificed at five times points; clock time (CT) 4 and CT12, corresponding to the baseline and peak LH surge levels, as well as CT10.5 and CT13.5, gating 90 minutes on either side of the peak of the LH surge, and CT18 which is after the LH surge and when LH levels and neuronal activity would return to baseline values (n = 7-11 animals/sex/time point). Clock time nomenclature is used for this experiment to standardize the time points to circadian time, which defines lights-off as CT12.

**Results**

*Experiment 1: Rfrp expression is moderately regulated by E₂ in both sexes and unaffected by DHT*

This experiment tested if *Rfrp* expression or cell number is altered by E₂ or androgens in adult mice of either sex. There is no significant difference in the total number of *Rfrp* neurons between GDX and GDX + E₂ animals in either sex. However, E₂ treatment significantly decreased the overall relative amount of *Rfrp* mRNA/cell, as well as the total amount of *Rfrp* mRNA in the DMN, in both males and females (p < 0.05, Figure 3.1).

When *Rfrp* cells were subdivided into HE and LE cells, both the number of HE cells and the amount of *Rfrp* mRNA/HE cell were significantly reduced by E₂ treatment in both sexes (Figure 3.1C, p < 0.05). E₂ also significantly reduced the relative amount of *Rfrp* mRNA/cell of
LE cells in both sexes (Figure 3.1D, p < 0.05), but had no effect on LE cell number. No sex differences in $Rfrp$ expression were detected in GDX or GDX + $E_2$ animals for any measures.

Like $E_2$, androgens can influence gene expression, either by acting through AR or acting via ER after aromatization to $E_2$. Therefore the effects of T or DHT $Rfrp$ expression was tested in adult males. The inhibitory effect of $E_2$ on $Rfrp$ levels observed above was reproduced in this assay, with $E_2$ having no effect on total cell number but significantly reducing the relative amount of $Rfrp$ mRNA per cell (p < 0.05, Figure 3.2). Likewise, T treatment did not change $Rfrp$ cell number but induced a small, but significant, reduction in the relative amount of $Rfrp$ mRNA/cell and total $Rfrp$ mRNA levels (p < 0.05 relative to GDX controls, Figure 3.2). In contrast, DHT treatment had no effect on either the total number of $Rfrp$ cells, the relative amount of $Rfrp$ mRNA per cell, or total $Rfrp$ levels (Figure 3.2).

When examining just HE cells, both $E_2$ and T significantly reduced the number of HE cells and relative amount of $Rfrp$ mRNA/HE cell (Figure 3.2C, p < 0.05 compared to GDX controls), whereas DHT had no effect on either measure. LE cell numbers were not changed by any hormone treatment, though $E_2$ (but not T or DHT) significantly reduced relative $Rfrp$ mRNA/cell of LE cells (Figure 3.2D, p < 0.05). Thus, unlike $E_2$, DHT had no effect on any $Rfrp$ measure.

Experiment 2: A small proportion of $Rfrp$ neurons co-express ER$\alpha$ in both sexes but virtually no $Rfrp$ cells co-express AR

Only two studies have examined ER$\alpha$ co-expression in $Rfrp$ cells of female rodents, but the results were not similar, leaving the issue unresolved. Additionally, ER$\alpha$/Rfrp co-expression in males has not been determined, nor have co-expression levels of AR in $Rfrp$ cells been reported in either sex. It was determined that ER$\alpha$ mRNA is expressed in ~25% of $Rfrp$ neurons,
and the degree of co-expression does not significantly differ between sexes or hormonal treatments (Figure 3.3A-C). The number of ERα silver grains in Rfrp cells was low, with only ~9 silver grains per cell, suggesting that ERα is only weakly expressed in these cells. In contrast, high ERα expression in the arcuate nucleus of the same animals was observed (Figure 7B). Unlike ERα, AR mRNA was virtually undetectable in Rfrp cells, with <3% of Rfrp neurons co-expressing AR in both sexes (Figure 3.3D-F). High AR expression was readily detected in the same animals elsewhere in the brain, such as the ventromedial nucleus (Figure 3.3E).

**Experiment 3: Temporal Rfrp expression in the DMN of GDX + E2 replaced female and male mice**

The GDX + E2 paradigm used in experiment 3 is intended to induce an LH surge in female, but not male mice, around the time of lights off. In order to confirm this, serum LH and E2 values were measured in all animals. In the female mice, serum LH values were near undetectable at CT4 and increased significantly at CT10.5 and CT12, and then fell back to near undetectable levels at CT13.5 and CT18. Males showed no circadian changes in serum LH (Figure 3.4). Circulating E2, which originates from the implanted capsule, was not different between sexes or time points (*data not shown*).

It was hypothesized that RFRP-3 expression or neuronal activity is inhibited prior to an LH surge, to allow increased GnRH release and subsequent LH secretion. To test this, GDX + E2 were examined via single label and double label ISH for Rfrp mRNA. Using single label ISH, there were no differences in the number of Rfrp neurons or the amount of Rfrp mRNA detected in the hypothalamus at any time point in either sex (Figure 3.5A-C). Conversely, there was a significant decrease in c-Fos co-expression in Rfrp neurons in female mice during the height of, and immediately after, the LH surge, as determined by double label ISH (Figure 3.6A-B). Male
mice, however, showed no circadian changes in *c-Fos* co-expression, which remained constant throughout the day (Figure 3.6C-D).

**Discussion**

Given RFRP-3’s potent inhibitory effects on LH secretion, it seemed plausible that sex steroids may regulate *Rfrp* mRNA as a mechanism of positive or negative feedback. Therefore, using single label ISH, it was determined that in both sexes, E2 has a moderate inhibitory effect on *Rfrp* expression whereas non-aromatizable androgens have no effect on *Rfrp* expression, supported by a relative lack of AR in *Rfrp* cells. Some of the inhibitory effects of E2 may be achieved by direct action in *Rfrp* cells, because a small proportion of *Rfrp* neurons co-express *ERα* in both sexes. When examining sex steroid positive feedback during the preovulatory LH surge, there were no significant differences in *Rfrp* expression at any time point in either sex. However, *Rfrp* neuronal activation, as measured by *c-Fos* co-expression, was significantly diminished, around lights off, during the height of the LH surge in female mice. Conversely, *c-Fos* co-expression remained unchanged in male mice at all time points. In concert, these data demonstrate that *Rfrp* is suppressed by sex steroids, which may play into the regulation of the LH surge.

Previous reports have examined E2 regulation of *Rfrp* in only females, and with inconsistent results (117,137). The present experiment shows that E2 moderately represses *Rfrp* expression in mice of both sexes, including reducing expression levels in both LE and HE cells. Although E2 also reduced HE, but not LE, cell number, a similar decrease in LE cell number may have been masked by some ‘original’ HE cells reducing their *Rfrp* expression levels to become LE cells. The purpose of the E2-mediated repression of *Rfrp* is unclear but does not support a role for RFRP-3 in E2-mediated negative feedback, since such a model would predict that E2
upregulates \textit{Rfrp} to increase inhibition of GnRH. Such \textit{E}_2-induced repression of \textit{Rfrp} could possibly relate to reducing RFRP-3-mediated inhibition of GnRH during the LH surge, though it’s unclear why \textit{E}_2 would act similarly in males (who lack positive feedback). Alternatively, \textit{E}_2 may regulate RFRP-3’s involvement in other non-reproductive functions, such as temperature or energy homeostasis (64,76,93), or cognitive behaviors (95,142).

Only \(\approx 25\%\) of \textit{Rfrp} neurons co-express \textit{ER}\(\alpha\) mRNA in both males and females, regardless of the sex steroid milieu, consistent with \(\approx 20\%\) co-expression detected previously in female mice by immunohistochemistry (137). \textit{E}_2’s inhibitory effects on \textit{Rfrp} expression may therefore be mediated directly in only a small subset of \textit{Rfrp} neurons, or conversely, \textit{E}_2 may regulate other “upstream” circuits that signal to \textit{Rfrp} neurons. Whether or not \textit{ER}\(\alpha\) co-expression is restricted to just HE or LE cells is unknown, though both subpopulations were affected by \textit{E}_2 treatment.

The role of androgens in regulating \textit{Rfrp} in mice has not been previously assessed. In contrast to \textit{E}_2 and \textit{T}, DHT had no discernable effect on \textit{Rfrp} cell number or mRNA levels, suggesting that androgen-signaling pathways are not important regulators of RFRP-3 neurons. This conclusion is supported by the finding of virtually no co-expression of \textit{AR} in \textit{Rfrp} cells of either sex.

Since the first experiment found that \textit{Rfrp} is suppressed by high levels of \textit{E}_2 rather than being upregulated as was expected, it was next hypothesized that \textit{E}_2 suppressed \textit{Rfrp} expression in a mechanism of removing inhibition on the reproductive axis during the LH surge. When given exogenously, RFRP-3 is able to blunt the LH surge and activation of GnRH neurons during the LH surge in rats (90), and in Syrian hamsters, the number of RFRP-3 immunoreactive cell bodies is significantly lower during the height of the LH surge, returning to diestrous levels as the surge diminishes (63). However, in the present study, in \textit{E}_2-treated female mice, there appear to be no
significant changes in \textit{Rfrp} mRNA expression during the LH surge, nor are there any changes in similarly-treated male mice. The activation of \textit{Rfrp} neurons, as measured by \textit{c-Fos} co-expression, did decrease during the LH surge in female mice, similar to the pattern seen in the Syrian hamsters (63). Interestingly, both studies show that the peak of the LH surge precedes the majority of inhibition in \textit{Rfrp} neuron activation, opposite of what would be expected. If the removal of RFRP-3 secretion was necessary for an LH surge to occur, it stands to reason that \textit{Rfrp} neuron activation would be inhibited prior to the LH surge, not after the climax. However, both the data presented here and in Gibson et al. (63) show an inhibition of \textit{Rfrp} neuron activation after the majority of the LH surge is completed. Therefore, it is possible that the inhibition of \textit{Rfrp} neuron activation presented here is a secondary effect of the overall changes in neuronal activity that occurs during the LH surge. This inhibition of activity may allow LH secretion to continue throughout the surge but is not necessary for triggering surge onset.

The suppression in \textit{Rfrp} neuron activation in \textit{E}_{2}-treated mice is sexually dimorphic, as the \textit{Rfrp} neurons of male mice showed no changes in \textit{c-Fos} co-expression between any circadian time points. To date, this is the only known sex difference in \textit{Rfrp} neurons, as previous investigations into sex differences in \textit{Rfrp} neurons have yielded no significant effects of sex (20,124,126,143). This novel sex difference may be intrinsic to the \textit{Rfrp} neuron itself, or \textit{Rfrp} neurons in female mice may receive sexually dimorphic inputs from other brain regions. The DMN is generally not considered a sexually dimorphic nucleus (113,144), so an intrinsic sex difference in \textit{Rfrp} neurons seems unlikely but remains possible. The knowledge of \textit{Rfrp} neuron afferents is currently limited, but further investigation may yield novel supporting sexually dimorphic inputs to \textit{Rfrp} neurons, explaining this difference in neuronal activation.

In summary, this chapter demonstrated that 1) \textit{Rfrp} expression is suppressed by \textit{E}_{2} and \textit{T}, but not \textit{DHT}, suggesting an estrogen receptor mechanism 2) \textit{ER}a is present in some \textit{Rfrp} neurons.
but AR from all Rfrp neurons, and 3) Rfrp neuronal activation is suppressed during the height of LH surge in females and this estradiol effect, in combination with circadian gating, possibly promotes the LH surge.

Portions of this chapter are published in *Endocrinology* (April 2012). The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this material. Josh Kim and Sangeeta Dhamija provided support with brain cyrosectioning and performing ISH. Alexander Kauffman supervised the project and provided advice.

Portions of this chapter are in preparation for publication. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this material. Elena Luo assisted in animal preparation, tissue collection, cyrosectioning and performing ISH assays. Alexander Kauffman supervised the project and provided advice.
Figure 3.1. Changes in Rfrp expression with E₂ treatment. [A] Photomicrographs of Rfrp expression in gonadectomized (GDX) and gonadectomized with E₂-replaced (GDX + E₂) adult females. 3V, third ventricle. [B] Mean changes in the total number of Rfrp cells and Rfrp mRNA/cell of all cells in GDX and GDX + E₂ males (M) and females (F). [C] Mean changes in the high-expressing (HE) Rfrp cells. [D] Mean changes in the low-expressing (LE) Rfrp cells in GDX and GDX + E₂ M and F. Different letters designate significantly different groups (p < 0.05).
Figure 3.2. Changes in Rfrp expression with androgen treatment. [A] Representative photomicrographs of Rfrp expression between gonadectomized (GDX) and gonadectomized with testosterone replaced (GDX + T) and gonadectomized with dihydrotestosterone (GDX + DHT) replaced adult males. 3V, third ventricle. [B] Mean changes in the total number of Rfrp cells and Rfrp mRNA/cell of all cells. [C] Mean changes in the high-expressing (HE) Rfrp cells and Rfrp mRNA/HE cell. [D] Mean changes in the low-expressing (LE) Rfrp cells and Rfrp mRNA/LE cell. Bars labeled with different letters designate significantly different groups (p < 0.05).
Figure 3.3. Expression of ERα in Rfrp neurons by double label *in-situ* hybridization. [A] Representative photomicrographs of double label *in-situ* hybridization of Rfrp (red fluorescence) and ERα (silver grains) in a diestrous female. Rfrp neurons co-expressing ERα (blue arrowhead) and Rfrp neurons with no co-expression of ERα (yellow arrows). 3V, third ventricle. [B] Low power magnification photomicrograph of extensive ERα expression (silver grains) in the arcuate nucleus, with red Rfrp neurons labeled in the DMN (same animal as [A]). [C] Quantification of the percent co-expression of ERα in Rfrp neurons between gonadally-intact females (F) and males (M), as well as in GDX + E2 F and M. There were no significant differences in co-expression between any of the groups.
Figure 3.4. Expression of AR in Rfrp neurons by double label *in-situ* hybridization. [A] Representative photomicrographs of the lack of androgen receptor (AR) expression in Rfrp neurons. [B] Significant AR expression in the hypothalamic ventromedial nucleus of a male mouse from the same assay. [C] Quantification of the percent co-expression of AR in Rfrp neurons between females (F) and males (M).
Figure 3.5. Serum LH of gonadectomized and estrogen replaced female and male mice. Female mice show statistically significant increase in serum LH, occurring shortly before and during the dark phase, while males show no differences in serum LH at any time. p < 0.05, different letters indicate significantly different groups.
Figure 3.6. *In-situ* hybridization for *Rfrp* mRNA in the DMN during the time of the LH surge. 
[A] Representative photomicrographs of *Rfrp* mRNA in the DMN in both males and females at two time points. All animals are gonadectomized and estrogen replaced. 3V = third ventricle. [B] Quantification of the number of *Rfrp* neurons in the DMN. [C] Quantification of the grains per cell (a semi-quantitative measure of mRNA) of *Rfrp* neurons in the DMN. p < 0.05, different letters indicate significantly different groups.
Figure 3.7. *In-situ* hybridization for *c-Fos* co-localization in *Rfrp* neurons during the time of the LH surge. [A] Representative photomicrographs of *c-Fos* (a marker of neuronal activation, silver grains) co-localizing with *Rfrp* neurons (red fluorescence) of females mice sacrificed at two time points, in the morning and during the LH surge. Female mice sacrificed at CT12 have less *c-Fos* co-localization than females sacrificed at CT4. [B] Quantification of *c-Fos* co-expression in *Rfrp* neurons of female mice before (CT4) and during the LH surge (CT12). [C] Representative photomicrographs of co-localizing with *Rfrp* neurons of male mice sacrificed at CT4 and CT12. Males have no noticeable differences in the degree of co-localization. [D] Quantification of *c-Fos* co-expression in *Rfrp* neurons of male mice in the morning and evening. p < 0.05, different letters indicate significantly different groups.
CHAPTER 4: Changes in Rfrp expression and neuronal activation with metabolic and glucocorticoid-mediated stressors

Abstract

RFRP-3 may be a mediator of the metabolic or stress regulation systems that modulate reproductive function. To explore these possibilities, a series of experiments were conducted to characterize and begin teasing apart Rfrp neurons under stress conditions. Using double label ISH, Rfrp neurons appear to express glucocorticoid receptor, and a small subpopulation of Rfrp neurons co-express the leptin receptor, allowing for the possibility of direct glucocorticoid or leptin signaling in these cells. This finding is extended by the observation that adult Ob animals have less Rfrp expression, as determined by single label ISH, than their wildtype littermates. Surprisingly, Rfrp neurons in female and male mice appear to be resistant to short-term food deprivation, despite previous reports demonstrating effects of chronic food restriction on the activation of RFRP-3 neurons in other species. Finally, Rfrp expression and neuron activation are suppressed under various models of glucocorticoid-mediated stress, such as immobilization and corticosterone injections, which is in opposition with findings in other model species. Collectively, these data provide an insight into the role RFRP-3 may play in metabolic and glucocorticoid-mediated stressors.
**Introduction**

Various non-reproductive hormones input onto the reproductive axis, allowing modulation of the reproductive process during times of nutritional excess or limitations. Two of these hormones, leptin and corticosterone, have been studied extensively throughout reproductive biology but the mechanism of action for these two hormones on the reproductive system are not fully explored.

Leptin, a hormone secreted from adipocytes, has strong effects on hypothalamic regulation of satiety, energy expenditure, and body weight, not to mention a stimulatory (permissive) role in reproductive function. *Obese* mice (Ob) have a non-functional leptin gene and are morbidly overweight, hyperphagic, have low LH levels, and are infertile (145,146), illustrating the importance of leptin in maintenance of both energy homeostasis and reproduction. Leptin does not directly regulate GnRH neurons, as the long form of the leptin receptor (LepRb), which is responsible for signal transduction, is not expressed in GnRH neurons (147,148). Rather, leptin acts on GnRH neurons indirectly, through upstream intermediates that have yet to be fully indentified. RFRP-3 neurons may be one potential relay system through which leptin signals are mediated, as the DMN (where RFRP-3 neurons reside) is a highly leptin-responsive brain region (149-151). Central injections of RFRP-3 not only inhibit LH secretion, but also stimulate feeding behavior (77,152). Moreover, RFRP-3 neurons are activated by chronic mild food restriction in hamsters (153), and RFRP-3’s receptor, Gpr147, is required in mice to suppress LH secretion after acute food deprivation (89), suggesting that RFRP-3 plays a role in both energy balance and reproduction, as does leptin (154). Thus, it is possible that leptin might inhibit the production and/or secretion of RFRP-3 in order to facilitate reproductive function and/or suppress feeding behavior. Starvation activates gene programs in a variety of hypothalamic regions, including the DMN and has a potent suppressive effect on LH secretion (155,156). Increased *Rfrp* neuron activation is observed during caloric restriction in Syrian hamsters (153) and RFRP-3’s potent
orexigenic effects (64,76,77) suggesting that Rfrp neurons would respond to short term food deprivation.

Corticosterone is a glucocorticoid steroid hormone secreted from the adrenal gland in response to various forms of physiological and psychological stress. High levels of corticosterone is know to inhibit reproductive function at the hypothalamic level, and is supported by evidence that glucocorticoids reduce the LH pulses pulse frequency in gonadectomized female rats as well as decrease the transcription of various reproductive hormones and their receptors (157-159). Because LH pulse frequency is modulated by GnRH release, it is thought that glucocorticoids suppress the frequency of GnRH pulses. The glucocorticoid receptor, GR, is expressed in various brain regions, including a number of nuclei of the hypothalamus (160) allowing for indirect neural targets by which glucocorticoids may modulate GnRH secretion or GnRH synthesis (158). Glucocorticoids may suppress GnRH and LH via direct actions upon the GnRH neuron itself, or through indirect mechanism via other neuronal cell types, such as RFRP-3 neurons. Immobilization stress, or restraint stress, is a common rodent model for increasing endogenous levels of glucocorticoids. LH secretion is suppressed in both male and female rodents by 90 minutes of restraint stress (157,161,162). RFRP-3 is hypothesized to mediate aspects of restraint stress as Rfrp expression is increased after 3 hours of immobility in male rats (163). Therefore, Rfrp expression, as well as Rfrp neuron activation, is hypothesized to be enhanced in restraint stressed mice.

This study sought to determine 1) what relevant metabolic and stress-related genes are expressed in Rfrp neurons of adult mice, 2) changes in Rfrp expression in Obese (Ob) animals, 3) changes in Rfrp expression and Rfrp neuron activation under food deprivation conditions, 4) the effect of glucocorticoid-mediated stress on Rfrp expression and Rfrp neuron activation male mice, as well as in female mice under LH surge conditions.
Methods

Animals, Gonadectomies, Tissue Collection, and in-situ hybridization

All experiments utilized C57BL6 mice, except experiment 2 which used mice from Ob strain (WT and Ob). Mice from the Ob line were purchased from Harlan Laboratories and maintained on a C57BL6 background in the lab. All animals were housed on a 12:12 light-dark cycle, with food and water available ad libitum, except where indicated in experiment 3. All experiments were conducted in accordance with the NIH Animal Care and Use Guidelines and with approval of the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California, San Diego.

C57BL6 mice were bilaterally gonadectomized (GDX), as previously described in this thesis. Gonadectomy was implemented to promote high levels of circulating LH for food restriction to inhibit, and to simultaneously control for differences in sex steroids between individuals since estradiol and testosterone can both mildly suppress Rfrp levels in mice of both sexes (124,137). For adult OB mice, 7-8 week old female or male WT or Ob mice were GDX (again, to control for sex steroids between genotypes and allow for maximal Rfrp expression levels in the absence of steroid inhibition) and then sacrificed 7 days later for blood and tissue collection.

For the restraint stress protocol, the animals are placed in ventilated tubes (Harvard Apparatus) that are small enough to restrain a mouse so that it is able to breathe but unable to move freely and have been used previously in this department (162). Experienced personnel continually observe mice during the 90-min restraint period. Mice were sacrificed immediately after completion of the restraint protocol.

For experiment 5, adult C57BL6 mice were housed on a 12-12 light-dark cycle (lights off at 1800h) with food and water available ad libitum. All mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and bilaterally gonadectomized and subcutaneously implanted with a SILASTIC capsules to
produce constant $E_2$ as previously described in Chapter 3. The corticosterone (50 mg/pellet) or cholesterol pellets were implanted at the same time as GDX.

For all experiments, five coronal series of 20 µm brain sections were cut on a cryostat, thaw-mounted onto Superfrost-plus slides, and stored at -80°C until use in in-situ hybridization. *In-situ* hybridization was performed for *Rfrp* (single label) or *Rfrp* and *NPY*, or *Rfrp* and *TRH*, *Rfrp* and *LepRb*, or *Rfrp* and *Mc4r*, *Rfrp* and *GR*, or *Rfrp* and *c-Fos* (double labels) as described in Chapter 1.

Blood from adult animals was collected by retro-orbital bleed. Serum luteinizing hormone (LH) was measured by the UVA Ligand Core (range 0.04 – 37.4 ng/mL). Serum corticosterone (CORT) was measured by UVA Ligand Core (range 15 – 2250 ng/mL). Serum leptin was measured using Quantikine Mouse Leptin ELISA kit (R&D Systems) following the manufacturer’s protocol (range 1.25 ng/mL – 80 ng/mL).

All experiments were conducted in accordance with the NIH Animal Care and Use Guidelines and with approval of the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California, San Diego.

**Statistical Analysis**

All data are expressed as the mean ± SEM for each group. In all experiments, differences were analyzed by Student’s t-test or by 2-way ANOVA, followed by post-hoc comparisons for individual sex/treatment groups or time points via Fisher’s (protected) least significant difference. Statistical significance was set at $p < 0.05$. All analyses were performed in Statview 5.0.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).
Experiment 1: What metabolic neuropeptides and receptors are expressed in Rfrp neurons?

The phenotypic identity of Rfrp neurons is virtually unknown. Besides estrogen receptor, other receptors or secreted co-factors, such as neurotransmitters or neuropeptides, have not been identified in Rfrp neuron. Any number of metabolic genes expressed in the DMN region may co-localize with Rfrp, and if so, would give valuable insight to the regulation and functions of RFRP-3 neurons. This experiment examined whether transcripts of important metabolic genes already known to be expressed in the DMN specifically co-localize with Rfrp. Adult C57BL6 mice of both sexes (females in diestrous) were sacrificed and their brains collected for double label ISH analyses. Using alternate series of coronal brain sections (encompassing the entire rostral to caudal span of the DMN) from each mouse, 5 separate assays were used to examine the co-expression of neuropeptide Y (Npy) (80-82), thyrotropin-releasing hormone (Thr) (119,164), leptin receptor long form (LepRb) (83), melanocortin receptor 4 (Mc4r) (84) and glucocorticoid receptor (GR) (160) in Rfrp neurons (n = 4-6 per sex).

Experiment 2: Is Rfrp expression altered in adult Ob animals?

Since Experiment 1 found that a subset of Rfrp neurons express LepRb, it was hypothesized that Rfrp expression may be leptin regulated. To determine if Rfrp levels are altered with chronic leptin deprivation, Rfrp neuron numbers and cellular Rfrp expression levels was measured using single label ISH in adult male and female GDX Ob mice (leptin deficient) and their WT GDX littermates (n = 5-7 animals per genotype per sex).

Experiment 3: Is Rfrp expression or neuron activity responsive to short-term metabolic challenge?

Given that RFRP-3 treatment increases food intake (64,76) and that a subset of Rfrp neurons express the leptin receptor (Experiment 1), it is possible that transiently diminished
serum leptin levels achieved via short-term food deprivation may alter \textit{Rfrp} expression and/or \textit{Rfrp} neuronal activation. Furthermore, a recent report demonstrated that LH secretion is not suppressed after 12 h of food deprivation (FD) in Gpr147 knockout mice, suggesting RFRP-3 is essential during the first 12 h of FD to suppress LH (89). To further examine this, adult C57BL6 female mice were first GDX (to equate sex steroids between groups, since E\textsubscript{2} can inhibit \textit{Rfrp} levels) and were then later subjected to short-term (12-hour) FD or kept on \textit{ad libitum (ad lib)} feeding (controls) (n = 7 per group). All food was removed from FD animals at lights off (1800 h) and all animals were sacrificed 12 h later at lights on (0600 h) the following morning. Cages of \textit{ad lib} control mice were opened, but food was not removed. Brains and blood were collected immediately at the end of the 12 h FD or \textit{ad lib} feeding period. \textit{Rfrp} expression in the DMN was analyzed by single-label ISH and, in an alternate set of brain sections from the same animals, double-label ISH was performed for \textit{Rfrp} and \textit{c-Fos}, a marker of neuronal activation. Blood serum collected at the time of sacrifice was assayed for circulating LH, leptin and corticosterone.

A cohort of male mice was also subjected to short-term food deprivation. As male mice require longer durations of food deprivation before reproductive function is compromised (165), intact male mice were FD for 12 hours, 24 or 36 hours, or kept on \textit{ad lib} feeding. All food was removed from FD animals at lights off (1800 h) and animals were sacrificed 12 h later at lights on (0600 h) or 24 h later at lights off (1800 h) or at 36 h later at lights on (0600 h) (n = 7 per group). A group of \textit{ad lib} mice were sacrificed in parallel at every time point (n = 4 per group) and were pooled together \textit{post hoc} after single label ISH found no difference in \textit{Rfrp} expression between the various control groups (\textit{data not shown}). Brains and blood were collected immediately at sacrifice. \textit{Rfrp} expression in the DMN was analyzed by single-label ISH. Blood serum was assayed for circulating levels of corticosterone.
Experiment 4: Is Rfrp expression or neuron activity responsive to short-term restraint or glucocorticoid challenge?

A previous report in male rats demonstrated that RFRP-3 immunoreactivity and neuronal activation were increased after 180 minutes of restraint stress (163), a treatment that induces high levels of glucocorticoids. Experiment 3 demonstrated that food deprived animals also have high glucocorticoid levels, but with no changes in Rfrp expression, and therefore is in disagreement with the previous report in male rats. To clarify the issue, a similar restraint experiment was conducted in male mice to determine if Rfrp expression or neuronal activation is higher after restraint stress. Adult male mice were subjected to 180 minutes of restraint or allowed to remain in their home cages before sacrifice (n = 4-5 animals per group). This length of restraint stress is sufficient to suppress LH secretion in adult mice (157,161,162). At sacrifice, blood and brains were collected. Rfrp expression in the DMN was analyzed by single-label ISH and Rfrp and c-Fos, a marker of neuronal activation, was analyzed by double-label ISH. Blood serum was assayed for circulating levels of corticosterone.

In addition to testing the effects of glucocorticoids induced by restraint stress, adult male mice were subjected to high glucocorticoid levels pharmacologically via two intraperitoneal injections of corticosterone (50 µg of corticosterone dissolved in 200 µL of sesame oil) given 180 and 90 minutes prior to sacrifice. After each injection the mice were returned to their home cages. Brains and blood from a group of control mice that were injected twice with peanut oil only, 180 and 90 minutes prior to sacrifice, were also collected in parallel to the corticosterone treated animals. The brains were cryosectioned and stained for Rfrp by single label ISH, c-Fos and Rfrp by double label ISH. Blood serum was assayed for circulating levels of corticosterone (n = 4-5 animals per group).
Experiment 5: Is Rfrp expression or neuron activation altered during the LH surge when corticosterone is present?

Previous experiments have determined that *Rfrp* neuronal activation is suppressed during the peak of the preovulatory LH surge (Chapter 3). It is hypothesized that glucocorticoids would increase *Rfrp* neuronal activation, as seen in rats during restraint stress, and this glucocorticoid activation of *Rfrp* my counteract the suppression of *Rfrp* neuron activation seen during the LH surge. To test this possibility, adult female mice were gonadectomized and implanted with a E₂ capsule and a corticosterone pellet (50 mg/animal) or cholesterol pellet as described above. After 2 days of recovery, the mice were sacrificed at lights off (1800 h, the typical peak of the LH surge) and blood and the brain was collected from each animal. Brains were cryosectioned and stained for *Rfrp* by single label ISH, c-Fos and *Rfrp* by double label ISH. Blood serum was assayed for circulating levels of corticosterone and LH (n = 4 per treatment group).

Results

Experiment 1: A subset of Rfrp neurons express LepRb mRNA

Double label ISH was performed for energy balance-related genes known to be expressed in the DMN (80-84,119,164) to determine if they are co-expressed in *Rfrp* neurons of adult male or female mice. Virtually no *Rfrp* neurons co-expressed *Npy* or *Trh*, despite notable *Npy* and *Trh* expression in the same DMN region, often near *Rfrp* neurons (Figure 4.1; Table 4.1). Next, to assess the possibility that metabolic hormones/neuropeptides might directly regulate the RFRP-3 system, co-expression of several metabolic signaling factor receptors in *Rfrp* neurons was examined. Long form leptin receptor (*LepRb*) mRNA, which is strongly expressed in the rodent DMN, was found to be notably co-expressed in a subset of *Rfrp* neurons, suggesting that a proportion of adult *Rfrp* neurons may be leptin responsive. The degree of *LepRb-Rfrp* co-
expression was similar in both sexes (~15%, Figure 4.1). An even smaller subset of Rfrp neurons (~8%) in both sexes co-express the primary melanocortin receptor, Mc4r (Figure 4.1). On the contrary, the glucocorticoid receptor, GR, was found to be expressed in the vast majority of Rfrp neurons, with roughly ~86% of Rfrp neurons co-expressing the receptor in both sexes (Figure 4.1). GR is highly expressed in the DMN and is found in the majority of neurons in this region. A summary of the co-expression levels for each gene with Rfrp is in Table 4.1.

**Experiment 2: Rfrp expression is decreased in adult Ob mice of both sexes.**

This experiment assessed whether there are notable differences in Rfrp expression in adult Ob (leptin-deficient) and WT mice that were all GDX beforehand to remove any masking effects of circulating E2 (which moderately decreases Rfrp expression). As expected, Ob animals of both sexes were significantly heavier, weighing almost twice as much, on average, than their WT counterparts (p < 0.05, data not shown). In the brain, the total number of detectable Rfrp neurons was not significantly different between Ob and WT mice in either sex (Figure 4.2A-B). However, using the HE and LE Rfrp cell criteria, there was a significant decrease in the number of HE Rfrp neurons in female Ob mice compared to female WTs (Figure 4A, p < 0.05), with no significant differences in the number of LE Rfrp cells between genotypes. Likewise, a similar reduction in the number of HE Rfrp neurons was detected in male Ob mice compared to WT male littermates (Figure 4.2C, p < 0.05). In addition to these changes in cell number, the total level of Rfrp mRNA in the DMN was significantly lower in both male and female Ob mice compared to their WT littermate controls (Figure 4.2A-C, p < 0.05).

**Experiment 3: Rfrp neurons in mice appear unresponsive to 12-hour food deprivation**

To test if energetic challenge induced by short-term food deprivation modifies Rfrp mRNA expression levels or the activity of RFRP-3 neurons, adult female mice were subjected to
short-term (12 h) food deprivation (12 h FD). Demonstrating the effectiveness of the energetic challenge, 12 h FD mice had a significant decrease in body weight (5.3%; \( p < 0.05 \)) and significant decreases in serum LH and leptin relative to ad lib control females (Figure 4.3A-C, \( p < 0.05 \)). However, despite this negative impact of 12 h FD on body weight and endocrine physiology, there were no significant differences in either the total number of \( Rfrp \) neurons or the total \( Rfrp \) mRNA between ad lib and FD animals (Figure 4.3D-F). Moreover, when \( Rfrp \) neurons were categorized as either HE or LE, there were no statistical differences between ad lib and FD animals (data not shown).

In addition to mRNA levels, double-label ISH was used to examine alterations in neuronal activation of RFRP-3 neurons in 12 h FD mice. As with the single label assay, the total number of \( Rfrp \) cells in this double-label assay did not differ between 12 h FD and ad lib mice (117 ± 8 cells versus 121 ± 8 cells, respectively). Moreover, there was no group difference in the percent of \( Rfrp \) neurons demonstrating recent neuronal activation, as measured by \( c-Fos \) mRNA co-expression in \( Rfrp \) neurons (Figure 4.3G-H).

As a follow-up experiment, male mice were also subjected to FD. However, male mice require a greater length of FD before demonstrating changes in reproductive function (165), therefore groups of males were subjected to 12, 24 and 36 hours of FD. This food deprivation periods lead to significant decreases in body weight in all deprived groups and significantly higher corticosterone levels than ad lib fed mice (\( p < 0.05 \), Figure 4.4A-B). Single label ISH for \( Rfrp \) was performed on DMN sections from these male mice, however no significant changes were found \( Rfrp \) cell number or the amount of mRNA per cell for any length of food deprivation (Figure 4.4C-E). Moreover, when \( Rfrp \) neurons were categorized as either HE or LE, there were no statistical differences between ad lib and FD animals (data not shown). A double label ISH for \( c-Fos \) and \( Rfrp \) co-expression was also performed, and found no differences in the degree of co-expression between any of the groups (data not shown).
Experiment 4: Restraint stress and glucocorticoid injections do not alter Rfrp expression but do suppress Rfrp neuronal activation.

To test the specific effects of glucocorticoid-mediated stress responses on the Rfrp system, adult male mice were subjected to restraint stress or injections of corticosterone. 180 minutes of restraint stress significantly increased serum corticosterone levels (Figure 4.5A, p < 0.05), but had no significant changes on Rfrp mRNA levels, as measured by total Rfrp cell number or mRNA per cell (Figure 4.5B-D). However, double label ISH for c-Fos co-expression in Rfrp neurons revealed a significant decrease in the number of Rfrp neurons expressing c-Fos, demonstrating suppression in their neuronal activity after 180 minutes of restraint (Figure 4.5E-F, p < 0.05).

The second experiment gave adult male mice two injections of corticosterone, 180 and 90 minutes prior to sacrifice, which significantly increased serum levels of corticosterone (Figure 4.6A, p < 0.05). This treatment had a minor effect on Rfrp expression, as the number of Rfrp neurons remained unchanged between corticosterone injected and vehicle treated animals (Figure 4.6B-C), but the amount of Rfrp mRNA per cell, as measured by grains per cell, was mildly but significantly greater in corticosterone treated animals, (p < 0.05, Figure 4.6D). The degree of c-Fos co-expression in Rfrp neurons, as determined using double label ISH, was lower in corticosterone-injected animals, suggested a suppression in their neuronal activity after CORT injection (Figure 4.6E-F, p < 0.05). For both sets of experiments, restraint and injections, subcategorizing Rfrp neurons as either HE or LE cell revealed no additional statistical differences between control and experimental animals (data not shown).
**Experiment 5: Corticosterone is able to suppress Rfrp expression during the LH surge in female mice.**

Glucocorticoids are known to suppress LH secretion and can effectively blunt the preovulatory LH surge. *Rfrp* neuronal activation is suppressed during the peak of the LH surge, but the activational effects of glucocorticoids on *Rfrp* neuron activity in male rats suggests that glucocorticoids may act to disinhibit *Rfrp* neurons that are normally suppressed during this event. Adult female mice were gonadectomized, estrogen replaced, and given an implant of corticosterone or cholesterol (control) and then assayed for *Rfrp* expression, neuronal activation, and serum hormones after two days of recovery. Animals receiving corticosterone implants had significantly lower LH and significantly higher serum corticosterone than their cholesterol treated counterparts (Figure 4.7A-B, p < 0.05), suggesting that the LH surge was successfully abolished in these mice. Single label ISH for *Rfrp* mRNA exposed a significant suppression of *Rfrp* expression, as measured by total cell number and *Rfrp* grains per cell (Figure 4.7C-E, p < 0.05). However, when examining *c-Fos* co-expression via double label ISH, there were was a trend for corticosterone treated mice having a higher degree of co-expression, but there was no significant effect of treatment between the two groups of female mice (Figure 4.7F-G, p < 0.05).

**Discussion**

The physiological roles RFRP-3 plays in mediated metabolic and stress responses still poorly understood. The current findings of this chapter show that a subset of RFRP-3 neurons express the long-form of the leptin receptor and that *Rfrp* mRNA expression is diminished in Ob (leptin deficient) animals of both sexes. However, *Rfrp* expression and neuronal activation appears unaltered during food deprivation in female and male mice. Furthermore, short term restraint or corticosterone injections are unable to alter *Rfrp* expression, but do modulated the basal activity of *Rfrp* neurons in male mice, and lastly several days of treatment with
corticosterone in female mice is able to suppress \textit{Rfrp} expression during the preovulatory LH surge-like conditions.

Several studies have demonstrated an orexigenic effect of RFRP-3 (64,76,77), suggesting that RFRP-3 may be involved in receiving and/or transmitting energy balance signals. Both NPY and TRH are neuropeptide cell populations that reside, and are even expressed in a similar pattern as \textit{Rfrp}, in the DMN (82,119). However \textit{Rfrp} did not co-localize with either of these neuropeptides, demonstrating that it is a unique neuropeptide population within the DMN. A small subset of \textit{Rfrp} neurons expressed each of these receptors, \textit{LepRb} and \textit{Mc4r}, with the leptin receptor being the more prominently expressed, suggesting that some \textit{Rfrp} neurons may be a direct target of leptin signaling. However, most \textit{Rfrp} neurons did not express \textit{LepRb}, suggesting that any major effects of leptin signaling, or its absence, on \textit{Rfrp} neurons may in fact be indirect. The co-expression of the glucocorticoid receptor, however, appears to be prevalent in the majority of \textit{Rfrp} neurons of mice. This finding is consistent with previous reports in rats (163), which showed that the majority of RFRP-3 immunoreactive neurons co-expressed \textit{GR}. It should be noted that this high degree co-expression is not specific to \textit{Rfrp} neurons, as a large majority of DMN neurons express \textit{GR} (as seen in Figure 4.1) and there are many hypothalamic regions that also express \textit{GR} (160).

Ob mice are infertile due to a lack of gonadotropin secretion (154), and since RFRP-3 is known to inhibit LH secretion, and some \textit{Rfrp} neurons express the leptin receptor. Therefore it was hypothesized that \textit{Rfrp} expression would be higher in Ob mice. However, using GDX adult Ob males and females, opposite outcome was found: \textit{Rfrp} expression is lower in adult Ob mice than their wildtype littermates. This was true for both sexes. While these experiments were being conducted, Rizwan et al. (166) published new data suggesting that RFRP-3 neurons are not regulated by leptin. That study’s immunohistochemical data showed no difference between the number of RFRP-3-immunoreactive neurons in GDX, E\textsubscript{2}-replaced Ob mice and WT littermates,
and minimal phosphorylation of signal transducer and activator of transcription 3 in RFRP-3 neurons after leptin injections. Those results suggest that RFRP-3 neurons are not directly regulated by leptin and that RFRP-3-immunoreactive levels are unaffected by leptin deficiency, differing from our present results in which Rfrp levels were diminished in Ob mice. It is possible that the exogenous E₂ replacement in the Rizwan study may have masked any difference between WT and Ob animals, as E₂ moderately represses Rfrp (124,137), and may have done so to equivalent levels in Ob and WT genotypes. In contrast, the present data quantifying gene expression (rather than protein) levels demonstrates that total Rfrp mRNA levels are significantly repressed in GDX Ob animals (no E₂ given, so Rfrp expression is not being inhibited by sex steroids). Additionally, in these Ob mice, there is a primary deficit in Rfrp expression specifically in the HE Rfrp cell population, which is a cellular distinction that has not yet been analyzed using IHC. The functional significance of the lower Rfrp levels in Ob mice is not yet known; it should be noted that RFRP-3 has proposed roles in several other physiological/behavioral systems beyond reproduction, such as feeding, stress, and anxiety, and the observed decreases in Rfrp levels in Ob mice may reflect RFRP-3’s involvement in these processes rather than the impaired reproductive axis.

Although there is a notable decrease in overall Rfrp levels in adult Ob mice of both sexes, it remains unclear if this is due to changes in direct or indirect leptin signaling to RFRP-3 cells. Rizwan et al. showed minimal phosphorylation of STAT3 in RFRP-3 neurons after leptin treatment, ranging from ~ 3% in mice to 7-13% in rats, suggesting that any effects of leptin would likely be indirect. In the present study, using conventional double-label techniques, there is direct anatomical evidence for a slightly higher degree of LepRb expression in Rfrp neurons, 15-20% in female and male mice, suggesting that some effects of leptin could in fact be direct on a subset of Rfrp neurons. Yet, based on the overall low-to moderate percent of total Rfrp neurons expressing LepRb, it can be concluded, like Rizwan et al., that the majority of RFRP-3 neurons
are likely not directly responsive to leptin signaling. If so, the diminished \( \text{Rfrp} \) levels observed in Ob mice may reflect any of the following: 1) direct leptin signaling in only a small subset of \( \text{Rfrp} \) cells, causing only those cells to change gene expression, 2) indirect leptin signaling on upstream leptin-responsive circuits that themselves directly regulate RFRP-3 neurons, 3) influence of non-leptin metabolic signals that are secondarily altered in the obese state of Ob mice. This last possibility seems most likely, since \( \text{Rfrp} \) expression was normal in young juvenile Ob mice, in which leptin signaling is absent but obesity has yet to emerge (Chapter 5).

Central injections of RFRP-3 reportedly stimulate food intake (77,152), and RFRP-3 neurons are activated by chronic mild (20%) food restriction in hamsters (153). Moreover, a recent report demonstrated that LH secretion is not suppressed after 12 h of FD in Gpr147 knockout mice (lacking the RFRP-3 receptor), suggesting that RFRP-3 is involved in the metabolic regulation of LH (89). Here \( \text{Rfrp} \), expression levels or \( \text{Rfrp} \) neuronal activation were examined in adult female mice subjected to 12 h FD, and a cohort of male mice were subjected to 12 h, 24 h or 26 h of FD. This short-term FD had no effect on \( \text{Rfrp} \) expression or \( \text{Rfrp} \) neuronal activation. These results are surprising, as body weight and LH levels were all significantly lower after FD, reflecting successful metabolic challenge and inhibition of the reproductive system. Thus, the lower LH levels observed in our metabolically challenged females, which was hypothesized to be a direct or indirect effect of enhanced RFRP-3, appears to be induced by some other mechanism. The previously observed increase in \( \text{Rfrp} \) neuronal activation in hamsters that were food restricted to 80% of normal diet for much longer periods of time (8 days or more (153)) may suggest that metabolic alteration of \( \text{Rfrp} \) neurons may either be a part of chronic or mild nutritional stress, rather than acute, severe changes in energy availability, as in our 12 h FD paradigm.

In previous reports, \( \text{Rfrp} \) expression and/or neuronal activation is increased after glucocorticoid stimulation, either through endogenous secretion after immobilization, or
pharmacological treatment with corticosterone or GR agonists. *In-vitro* experiments using mouse immortalized cell lines have shown that GR agonists, such as dexamethasone, are able to increase Rfrp mRNA, through a GR-dependent mechanism (121). Similar experiments have been performed in rat immortalized cell lines, in which corticosterone was also able to upregulate Rfrp mRNA through GR binding to GR-specific response elements in the Rfrp promoter (122). Furthermore, corticosterone treatment upregulates Rfrp mRNA in adult male rats (163) and upregulates GnIH immunoreactivity in adult male rats and adult male Japanese quail *in-vivo* (122). However, these findings were not replicated in the present study in male mice. Both restraint stress and corticosterone injections failed to increase Rfrp mRNA and surprisingly showed a suppression of Rfrp neuronal activation. The reason for this discrepancy remains unclear. Rfrp neurons in mice do express GR, as in both rats and quails (122,163), so it is unlikely that glucocorticoids are unable to act on the murine Rfrp neuron. One possibility is the method of detection of the Rfrp mRNA. The radiolabeled *in-situ* hybridization used in these studies may have reached the maximum limit of detection and unable to discern higher levels of Rfrp mRNA. Another possibility is that unlike rats and quails, a longer duration of glucocorticoid exposure may be needed for changes in Rfrp expression to occur in mice. This theory is in agreement with the results of experiment 5, which showed that Rfrp mRNA per cell was lower in animals with corticosterone pellets when examined two days after being implanted. This longer time course, > 48 h, at supraphysiological levels, may be the only condition in which a major suppression of Rfrp mRNA may occur in response to glucocorticoids. However, this change in Rfrp expression is in the opposite direction of what would be predicted by published studies. Additional studies are needed to better understand how glucocorticoids may regulate Rfrp expression.

In conclusion, the data presented here provide further insight into the regulation and development of RFRP-3 neurons in mice. Although Rfrp neurons appears to be a distinct population of cells from NPY or TRH cells in the DMN, there does appear to be a small
subpopulation of Rfrp neurons that co-express LepRb, allowing for the possibility of direct leptin signaling in these cells. This finding is extended by the observation that adult Ob animals have less Rfrp expression than their WT littermates, though whether this decrease in Rfrp expression is due to direct or indirect effect of leptin signaling, or other metabolic cues associated with obesity, remains to be determined. Additionally, Rfrp neurons in female and male mice appear to be resistant to short-term food deprivation, despite previous reports demonstrating effects of chronic food restriction on the activation of RFRP-3 neurons in other species. Thus, the observed decrease in LH under short-term food deprivation in mice is unlikely to be due to changes in RFRP-3 neurons. Lastly, Rfrp expression and neuron activation are suppressed under various model of stress, such as immobilization and corticosterone treatments, and this may be a direct effect, as the majority of Rfrp neurons express GR.

Portions of this chapter are published in *Neuroendocrinology* (November 2014). The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this material. Morris Sheih, Nagambika Munaganuru, and Elena Luo were undergraduates in the lab who assisted in cyrosectioning and performing ISH. Alexander Kauffman supervised the project and provided advice.

Portions of this chapter are in preparation for publication. The dissertation author was the primary investigator and author of this material. Elena Luo assisted in animal preparation, tissue collection, cyrosectioning and performing ISH. Kellie Breen-Church and Alexander Kauffman supervised the project and provided advice.
Table 4.1. Summary of four double label *in-situ* hybridization assays for metabolic-related genes in the DMN co-expressed with *Rfrp* neurons. Adult diestrous (DE) females and intact male mice were assayed for neuropeptide Y (NPY), thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH), long form leptin receptor (LepRb), melanocortin receptor 4 (Mc4r), or glucocorticoid receptor (GR) mRNA in *Rfrp* cells in the DMN. Values are average percent co-expression with ± SEM. n = 4-6 animals per sex.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Intact Males</th>
<th>DE Females</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NPY/Rfrp</td>
<td>1.5 ± 0.7%</td>
<td>3.0 ± 1.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRH/Rfrp</td>
<td>1.1 ± 0.5%</td>
<td>1.6 ± 0.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LepRb/Rfrp</td>
<td>16.9 ± 1.6%</td>
<td>13.0 ± 1.6%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mc4r/Rfrp</td>
<td>6.9 ± 1.0%</td>
<td>8.7 ± 0.7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GR/Rfrp</td>
<td>87.0 ± 4.9%</td>
<td>86.2 ± 2.9%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Figure 4.1. Expression of hypothalamic energy balance genes in the dorsal-medial hypothalamus. Representative photomicrographs of double label in-situ hybridization of neuropeptide Y (NPY), thyrotropin-releasing hormone (TRH), long form leptin receptor (LepRb) or melanocortin receptor 4 (Mc4r) or glucocorticoid receptor (GR) (silver grains) in Rfrp neurons (red fluorescence). Single labeled Rfrp neurons are identified with blue arrows and single labeled NPY, TRH, LepRb, Mc4r, or GR neurons are marked with yellow arrows. Double labeled LepRb/Rfrp and double labeled Mc4r/Rfrp neurons are marked with a green arrowheads.
Figure 4.2. Rfrp expression in obese (Ob) male and female gonadectomized (GDX) mice. [A] Representative photomicrographs of single label in-situ hybridization for Rfrp mRNA in wildtype (WT) and Ob female GDX mice. 3V = third ventricle [B] Quantification of total Rfrp neurons, high expressing (HE) Rfrp neurons, low expressing (LE) Rfrp neurons, and total Rfrp mRNA from single label ISH in female GDX mice. The number of HE cells and the total Rfrp mRNA was significantly less in Ob females than WT littermates (p < 0.05). There were no significant differences between the total number of Rfrp neurons or number of LE cells. [C] Quantification of total Rfrp neurons, HE Rfrp neurons, LE Rfrp neurons, and total Rfrp mRNA from single label ISH in male GDX mice. The number of HE cells and the total Rfrp mRNA was significantly less in Ob males than WT littermates (p < 0.05). There were no significant differences between the total number of Rfrp neurons or number of LE cells.
Figure 4.3. Effects of food deprivation on \textit{Rfrp} expression and \textit{Rfrp} neuron activation in gonadectomized (GDX) female mice. [A] The percent change in body weight after 12 hours of food deprivation (12 h FD) or \textit{ad-libitum} access to food (\textit{Ad lib}). Food deprivation had a significant effect on the change in body weight ($p < 0.05$). [B] Serum luteinizing hormone (LH) is significantly less in 12 h FD GDX animals than \textit{Ad lib} animals ($p < 0.05$). [C] Serum leptin is significantly less in 12 h FD GDX animals than \textit{Ad lib} animals ($p < 0.05$). [D] Serum corticosterone (CORT) is significantly higher in 12 h FD than \textit{Ad lib} animals ($p < 0.05$). [E] Representative photomicrographs if single label \textit{in-situ} hybridization (ISH) for \textit{Rfrp} mRNA in \textit{Ad lib} and 12 h FD mice. 3V = third ventricle. [F] Quantification of single label ISH for \textit{Rfrp} expressing cells; \textit{Rfrp} neurons number is not significantly different between \textit{Ad lib} and 12 h FD animals. [G] Quantification of total \textit{Rfrp} mRNA from single label ISH. There is no significant different between \textit{Ad lib} and 12 h FD animals. [H] Representative photomicrographs if double label ISH for \textit{c-Fos} and \textit{Rfrp} mRNAs. Double labeled \textit{c-Fos} and \textit{Rfrp} (green arrowhead) and single labeled \textit{c-Fos} cells (yellow arrow) and single labeled \textit{Rfrp} neurons (blue arrow) are shown. [I] Quantification of double label ISH. There was no significant difference between groups.
Figure 4.4. Effects of food deprivation on Rfrp expression and Rfrp neuron activation in intact male mice. [A] The percent change in body weight after 12 hours (12 h FD), 24 hours (24 h FD), or 36 hours of food deprivation (36 h FD) or ad-libitum access to food (Ad lib). Food deprivation had a significant effect on body weight (p < 0.05). Different letters indicated significantly different groups. [B] Corticosterone (CORT) is significantly higher in food-deprived groups than the Ad lib group. Different letters indicated significantly different groups (p < 0.05). [C] Representative photomicrographs of single label ISH for Rfrp mRNA in Ad lib and food deprived male mice. 3V = third ventricle. [D] Quantification of single label ISH for Rfrp expressing cells; the total number of Rfrp neurons is not significantly different. [E] Quantification of Rfrp mRNA per neuron, as measured by grains per cell, is not significantly different between groups.
Figure 4.5. Effects of immobilization restraint on Rfrp expression and Rfrp neuron activation in intact male mice. [A] Serum corticosterone (CORT) is significantly higher in animals after 180 minutes of restraint stress than animals that had no restraint (control) (p < 0.05) [B] Representative photomicrographs of single label ISH for Rfrp mRNA in control and 180-minute restraint treated mice. 3V = third ventricle. [C] Quantification of single label ISH for Rfrp expressing cells; the total number of Rfrp neurons is not significantly different. [D] Quantification of total Rfrp mRNA from single label ISH; the amount of Rfrp mRNA per neuron, as measured by grains per cell, is not significantly different. [E] Representative photomicrographs if double label ISH for c-Fos and Rfrp (green arrowhead) and single labeled c-Fos cells (yellow arrow) and single labeled Rfrp neurons (blue arrow) are shown. [F] Quantification of percent c-Fos and Rfrp co-expression between control and 180-minute restrained mice. There was a significant decrease in c-Fos co-expression in the restrained mice (p < 0.05).
Figure 4.6. Effects of corticosterone injections on Rfrp expression and Rfrp neuron activation in intact male mice. [A] Serum corticosterone (CORT) is significantly higher after corticosterone injection vehicle injections (control) (p < 0.05) [B] Representative photomicrographs of single label ISH for Rfrp mRNA in control and corticosterone injected mice. 3V = third ventricle. [C] Quantification of single label ISH for Rfrp expressing cells; the total number of Rfrp neurons is not significantly different between groups. [D] Quantification of total Rfrp mRNA from single label ISH; the amount of Rfrp mRNA per neuron, as measured by grains per cell was significantly greater in the corticosterone treated groups (p < 0.05). [E] Representative photomicrographs if double label ISH for c-Fos and Rfrp mRNAs in control and corticosterone injected mice. Double labeled c-Fos and Rfrp (green arrowhead) and single labeled c-Fos cells (yellow arrow) and single labeled Rfrp neurons (blue arrow) are shown. [F] Quantification of percent c-Fos and Rfrp co-expression between control and corticosterone injected male mice. There was a significant decrease in c-Fos co-expression in the corticosterone treated mice (p < 0.05).
**Figure 4.7.** Effects of corticosterone implants on *Rfrp* expression and *Rfrp* neuron activation during the LH surge in gonadectomized and estrogen replaced female mice. [A] Serum luteinizing hormone (LH) is significantly lower in female mice with a corticosterone (CORT) implant than those receiving cholesterol implant (control) (p < 0.05). [B] Serum CORT is significantly higher in animals receiving CORT implant than control animals (p < 0.05). [C] Representative photomicrographs of single label ISH for *Rfrp* mRNA in control and CORT implanted female mice. 3V = third ventricle. [D] Quantification of single label ISH for *Rfrp* expressing cells; total number of *Rfrp* neurons is significantly less in CORT-implanted animals (p < 0.05). [E] Quantification of total *Rfrp* mRNA from single label ISH; the amount of *Rfrp* mRNA per neuron, as measured by grains per cell, is significantly less in CORT-implanted animals (p < 0.05). [F] Representative photomicrographs if double label ISH for c-Fos and *Rfrp* mRNAs. Double labeled c-Fos and *Rfrp* (green arrowhead) and single labeled c-Fos cells (yellow arrow) and single labeled *Rfrp* neurons (blue arrow) are shown. [G] Quantification of percent c-Fos and *Rfrp* co-expression groups. There was a no significant change in c-Fos.
CHAPTER 5: Rfrp expression during postnatal development and the postnatal leptin surge

Abstract

RFRP-3’s potent inhibition of the reproductive system has been hypothesized to be a mechanism in which the under developed prepubertal neuroendocrine axis is suppressed prior to puberty. In order to test this hypothesis, in-situ hybridization (ISH) was used to measure changes in Rfrp-expressing neurons in mice of both sexes during development. There are two interspersed subpopulations of Rfrp cells (high Rfrp-expressing, HE; low Rfrp-expressing, LE), which have unique developmental characteristics. The number of LE cells robustly decreases during postnatal development, while HE cell number increases significantly before puberty. BAX knockout were used to determine that BAX-dependent apoptosis is not responsible for the dramatic developmental decrease in LE Rfrp cell. Since apoptosis does not regulate the development Rfrp neuronal population, leptin was examined next due to its known effects on the maturation of the DMN. Rfrp gene expression was examined over a higher resolution throughout juvenile development and this correlating with the timing of the juvenile “leptin surge.” However, the dramatic developmental changes in juvenile Rfrp expression did not appear to be leptin-driven, as the pattern and timing of Rfrp neuron development were unaltered in Ob juveniles. Overall, these experiments provide a foundation for the developmental regulation of the RFRP-3 neuropeptide system.
Introduction

Early experiments in this lab uncovered a dramatic decrease in the number of Rfrp neurons between birth and adulthood. Furthermore, the adult Rfrp population can be grouped as high expressing (HE) and low expressing (LE) neurons, and the vast majority of Rfrp neurons are LH cells at birth. Other investigators have determined that in rodents, Rfrp neurons in the DMN are born embryonically (167) and total Rfrp mRNA levels, quantified with qPCR, increase in juvenile rats before puberty and then subsequently decrease after puberty (66,117). Similar data obtained by quantifying RFRP-3-ir in male mice showed a decrease in RFRP-3-ir cell number after sexual maturation (115,116), but developmental changes in Rfrp mRNA were not measured in mice, nor were females studied. Additionally, it is unknown what mechanism regulates these developmental changes. Programmed cell death, termed apoptosis, is dependent on Bcl-2 associated protein X (BAX) and the BAX KO mouse line is a powerful tool to determine if apoptosis is responsible for the maturation of a specific neural population (168). Moreover, to date, sex differences in developmental changes in Rfrp expression have not been directly assessed in any species.

Leptin has strong effects on hypothalamic regulation of metabolism and reproductive function (Chapter 4). In addition to its roles in adulthood, leptin has important developmental effects on the hypothalamus. During the second week of postnatal life, serum leptin levels increase drastically and transiently in a postnatal leptin “surge” (169). This temporary increase in juvenile leptin levels regulates the development of axonal projections from the arcuate nucleus to the DMN, as well as other brain regions (85,170). Based on previous data demonstrating that DMN Rfrp expression, as measured by cell number and Rfrp mRNA levels per cell, is dramatically higher in juveniles on postnatal day 10 than at birth (124), it has been hypothesized that this developmental difference is caused, fully or in part, by the juvenile leptin surge.
Another study within this lab discovered a significant decrease in \( Rfrp \) neuronal activation, as measured by \( c-Fos \) between PND 15 and PND 21 (171). This decrease during the second postnatal week is hypothesized to be permissive to allow puberty to commence. A previous study in male rats utilized small interfering RNA to knockdown \( Rfrp \) expression in prepubertal male rats (152). While this knockdown was successful in decrease RFRP-3 immunoreactivity and increasing serum LH, there were no significant effect on the timing of puberty in these male rats. Similar experiments have not been performed in mice or in females, which complete puberty earlier than males.

These experiments sought to answer the following questions 1) what is the developmental profile of \( Rfrp \) expression in postnatal/prepubertal mice, 2) is the developmental pattern of \( Rfrp \) neurons affected by BAX-mediated apoptosis, 3) do changes in \( Rfrp \) expression over develop coincide with leptin secretion, 4) is \( Rfrp \) maturation dependent on leptin signaling, 5) is RFRP-3 sufficient to delay puberty in female mice.

**Methods**

*Animals, Tissue Collection, ELISA, and in-situ hybridization*

All experiments used C57BL6 mice, expect experiment 2 which utilized brain sections collected from adult BAX knockout (KO) mice from a previous study (106), and experiment 4 which used mice from Ob strain (WT and Ob). Mice from the Ob line were purchased from Harlan Laboratories and maintained on a C57BL6 background in the lab. All animals were housed on a 12:12 light-dark cycle, lights off at 1800, with food and water available *ad libitum*.

Developmental experiments used infantile and juvenile pups generated by C57BL6 breeder pairs or heterozygous Ob breeder pairs (producing WT, Ob and heterozygous littermates). The date of birth was designated as postnatal day (PND) 1. Newborn and juvenile pups of various ages were anesthetized with isoflurane, weighed, and rapidly decapitated. Trunk blood was
collected from each animal to measure serum leptin levels. For mice of the OB strain, tail samples were taken postmortem to determine the Ob genotype. Note that the obesity phenotype in Ob mice is not present until 4 weeks of age or later (145,146). All experiments were conducted in accordance with the NIH Animal Care and Use Guidelines and with approval of the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of California, San Diego.

Serum leptin was measured using Quantikine Mouse Leptin ELISA kit (R&D Systems) following the manufacturer’s protocol (range 1.25 ng/mL – 80 ng/mL).

For all experiments, five coronal series of 20 µm brain sections were cut on a cryostat, thaw-mounted onto Superfrost-plus slides, and stored at -80°C until use in in-situ hybridization. In-situ hybridization was performed for Rfrp (single label) or Rfrp and LepRb (double label) as described in Chapter 1.

Statistical Analysis

All data are expressed as the mean ± SEM for each group. In all experiments, differences were analyzed by Student’s t-test or by 2-way ANOVA, followed by post-hoc comparisons for individual genotype/treatments groups or time points via Fisher’s (protected) least significant difference. Completion of vaginal opening was plotted on a Kaplan–Meier survival plot and analyzed by logrank (Mantel-Cox) test. Statistical significance was set at p < 0.05. All analyses were performed in Statview 5.0.1 (SAS Institute, Cary, NC).

Experiment 1: Assessment of the pattern of Rfrp mRNA expression during postnatal and prepubertal development in mice of both sexes

The developmental pattern of Rfrp expression in male and female mice during postnatal and peripubertal development is not well characterized. This first experiment determined if and
when $Rfrp$ expression changes during postnatal development in mice of both sexes at ages PND 1, PND 10, PND 20 and adulthood (7-9 wks; females in diestrous). Brains from mice at these ages were assayed for $Rfrp$ mRNA expression, including number of $Rfrp$-expressing cells and relative $Rfrp$ mRNA/cell, using single-label ISH ($n = 6$-7 animals/group/sex).

Experiment 2: Assessment of BAX-dependent apoptosis regulation of $Rfrp$ neuron development

Experiment 1 identified a significant decrease in total $Rfrp$ cell number, primarily due to a robust decrease in LE cells, between birth and adulthood. Apoptosis (programmed cell death) was hypothesized to be responsible for this developmental decrease in $Rfrp$ cells. To test this, brain sections from gonadectomized adult BAX knockout (KO) males (which lack BAX-mediated apoptosis) were assayed and compared to wildtypes (WT) using single-label ISH for $Rfrp$ expression ($n = 7$-8 animals/genotype).

Experiment 3: Does $Rfrp$ expression during postnatal development coincide with serum leptin levels?

Chapter 4 demonstrated that adult Ob mice display altered $Rfrp$ expression, suggesting that leptin may regulate RFRP-3 neurons. In development, there is a large transient rise in serum leptin that occurs during the second week of life in mice. Around this same age, $Rfrp$ expression is significantly higher than on the day of birth (124). In order to see if the juvenile leptin surge coincides with developmental changes in $Rfrp$ neurons, C57BL6 breeder pairs were allowed to deliver pups naturally and the day of birth (postnatal day 1; PND 1) was noted for each litter (only litters of 4-8 pups were used). Pups were sacrificed by rapid decapitation on PND 1, 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, and 16 ($n = 5$-9 animals per age, per sex). Trunk blood was collected for serum hormone analysis, and brains were collected and frozen on dry ice. For each sex, brain slices
containing the entire DMN were assayed and analyzed for \textit{Rfrp} expression by single-label ISH, using the HE and LE \textit{Rfrp} cell criteria described previously; each sex was assayed independently. Serum leptin was measured by ELISA. Along with the postnatal mice, cohorts of control adult diestrous female or male mice were simultaneously assayed for \textit{Rfrp} expression and serum leptin levels.

To determine if the long form leptin receptor is expressed in juvenile \textit{Rfrp} neurons at different developmental stages, an alternate set of brain slides from female PND 1, 10 and 12 mice (along with adult diestrous female controls) was assayed for \textit{LepRb} co-expression in \textit{Rfrp} neurons using double label ISH (n = 6-7 animals per age group).

\textit{Experiment 4: Are the juvenile changes in \textit{Rfrp} expression during development dependent on leptin?}

Given the synchronous developmental changes in juvenile \textit{Rfrp} expression and postnatal leptin secretion observed in Experiment 5, it was hypothesized that this specifically-timed developmental changes in \textit{Rfrp} neurons may be leptin dependent. To test this, experiment 5 was repeated using heterozygous Ob breeding pairs to produce WT, Ob, and heterozygous pups. Brains, trunk blood, and tail snips for genotyping were collected on PND 1, 6, 10, 12, and 16. Only litters of 4-8 pups were used. Brains from WT and Ob males of these various postnatal ages were analyzed for \textit{Rfrp} mRNA expression levels via single-label ISH (n = 5-9 animals per age per genotype). Serum leptin for each animal was measured via ELISA to confirm the presence or absence of circulating leptin.
Results

**Experiment 1: Expression of Rfrp changes dramatically in both sexes during postnatal and prepubertal development**

This experiment determined the developmental profile of Rfrp expression in the DMN of both sexes. Rfrp mRNA levels showed significant developmental changes between birth and adulthood in both males and females. In both sexes, total DMN Rfrp mRNA levels increased during early postnatal life and then decreased between PND 20 and adulthood (*data not shown*). However, the total number of Rfrp cells significantly decreased between birth and adulthood, dropping nearly two-fold in both sexes, whereas the overall relative amount of Rfrp mRNA per cell significantly increased between birth and adulthood, rising more than 3-fold (Figure 5.1A-B, p < 0.05). Specifically, the number of Rfrp cells was significantly lower on PND 10 than PND 1, did not differ between PND 10 and PND 20, and dropped significantly again between PND 20 and adulthood (Figure 5.1B). Conversely, the relative Rfrp mRNA/cell significantly increased at each subsequent age examined, except between PND 20 and adults (Figure 5.1B). Overall, males and females showed the same general developmental pattern in total Rfrp cell number, relative Rfrp mRNA/cell, and total Rfrp mRNA.

The developmental pattern of Rfrp expression in the HE and LE Rfrp subpopulations were analyzed. At all ages, and in both sexes, there were more LE cells than HE cells. Interestingly, there were virtually no HE cells detected on PND 1 in either sex. A dramatic increase in the number of HE cells occurred between PND 1 and PND 10 and PND 20 (p < 0.05, Figure 5.1C). The number of HE cells then decreased significantly between PND 20 and adulthood. In both sexes, the Rfrp mRNA levels of HE cells increased over development, being significantly higher in PND 20 and adult mice than PND 1 mice (Figure 5.1C, p < 0.05).
LE Rfrp cells displayed a different developmental pattern than HE cells. The number of LE cells mirrored the total Rfrp cell population, decreasing steadily and significantly from PND 1 thorough adulthood (Figure 5.1D). In both sexes, there were significantly more LE cells on PND 1 than other ages, with each older age group having fewer LE cells than previous ages (Figure 5.1D, p < 0.05). While there was a small sex difference in the number of LE cells on PND 1 (p < 0.05), there were no sex differences at other ages. Similar to HE cells, the relative amount of Rfrp mRNA of LE cells increased during development in both males and females, being significantly lower on PND 1 than older ages (Figure 5.1D, p < 0.05).

Experiment 2: BAX-dependent apoptosis moderately affects Rfrp neurons development

Experiment 1 revealed a dramatic decrease in the total number of Rfrp cells, and LE cells, between birth and adulthood. Here BAX KO and WT mice were used to determine whether BAX-mediated apoptosis (cell death) underlies the robust developmental decrease in Rfrp cells. BAX KO mice have a small but significant increase in the total number of Rfrp cells compared to WT mice (Figure 5.2B, p < 0.05). The same general pattern was observed in both HE and LE Rfrp subpopulations, but only the number of LE cells was statistically different between BAX KOs and WTs (Figure 5.2D, p < 0.05). There was no significant difference in Rfrp mRNA/cell between WT and KO mice in either subpopulation (data not shown). While there are fewer Rfrp cells in WT than BAX KO animals, the observed difference in cell number (~17% decrease) was not nearly as great as the difference seen between PND 1 and adult mice (>55% decrease, Figure 5.1), suggesting that BAX-mediated apoptosis is not fully responsible for the developmental decline in Rfrp cells.
Experiment 3: Changes in Rfrp expression over postnatal development correlate with the leptin surge

Chapter 4 demonstrated that Rfrp expression is significantly altered in adult Ob animals of both sexes. The juvenile leptin surge (169) might govern the developmental changes in Rfrp expression. To test this hypothesis, possible correlation between juvenile leptin levels and postnatal developmental changes in Rfrp expression was examined. C57BL6 mice of both sexes were sacrificed on PND 1, 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and their brains assayed for Rfrp expression (Figure 5.3) and compared to serum leptin levels at each age. The total number of detectable Rfrp neurons was highest at birth and was significantly lower at later postnatal ages, with the lowest number of Rfrp neurons in adulthood (diestrus females) (Figure 5.4A). However, the amount of Rfrp being expressed per cell was notably lowest at birth and increased substantially with age. Indeed, the total amount of Rfrp mRNA in the DMN increased with postnatal development, beginning to rise around PND 6 and peaking at PND 12 before dropping again at subsequent older ages (Figure 5.4B, p < 0.05). This robust increase in total Rfrp mRNA during the second week of postnatal life appears to reflect a large increase in the number of HE Rfrp cells, which are virtually absent at birth but substantially increase in abundance beginning around PND 6, peaking at maximal levels at PND 12 before dropping slightly at subsequent older ages (Figures 5.4C, p < 0.05). Unlike HE Rfrp cells, the number of LE cells decreases slowly and steadily throughout these postnatal ages, with the lowest number of LE cells in adulthood (Figure 5.4D, p < 0.05). Virtually identical results were found in similarly-aged male mice (data not shown).

Serum leptin levels were measured in each animal to see if they correlated with Rfrp levels. For both sexes, mean serum leptin levels were essentially undetectable at birth (PND 1) and on PND 3, and were first readily detectable at PND 6. Leptin levels increased robustly during the second week of life, peaking at PND 10 and 12 (the leptin surge), and subsequently began to fall on PNDs 14 and 16, being low again in adult animals (Figure 5.4E, p < 0.05). Leptin levels
were significantly higher than adult female (diestrous) levels at all postnatal ages examined, except for PND 1 and 3 (p < 0.05). Interestingly, these postnatal changes in leptin levels, reflective of the leptin surge, appeared to correlate well with the observed increases in the number of HE \textit{Rfrp} cells and total \textit{Rfrp} mRNA, with both starting to increase around PND 6 and both reaching maximal levels around PND 10 and PND 12 (Figure 5.4).

The dramatic developmental increase in HE \textit{Rfrp} neurons and total \textit{Rfrp} mRNA observed around PND 10 and 12 correlates with the zenith of the juvenile leptin surge, suggesting that the two events may be related. To test this possibility, double label ISH was performed to determine if \textit{Rfrp} neurons co-express \textit{LepRb} during specific postnatal ages. In postnatal brains examined for \textit{Rfrp}/\textit{LepRb} co-expression, a subset of \textit{Rfrp} cells clearly co-expressed notable \textit{LepRb} mRNA (Figure 5.5A); the degree of co-expression did not vary with age, being 15-20\% from birth through adulthood (Figure 5.5B).

\textit{Experiment 4: Juvenile Rfrp expression is not dependent on leptin during development}

To determine if leptin signaling is required, directly or indirectly, for the normal pattern of \textit{Rfrp} neuron development in juveniles, female Ob and WT brains were analyzed for \textit{Rfrp} expression on PND 1, 6, 10, 12 and 16 (Figure 5.6, 5.7). Despite the strong correlation between developmental \textit{Rfrp} and leptin changes observed in normal mice, there were no significant differences in the number of \textit{Rfrp} neurons, total amount of \textit{Rfrp} mRNA, or the number of HE and LE \textit{Rfrp} cells between Ob and WT mice at any developmental age (Figure 5.7A-D). The same developmental pattern in \textit{Rfrp} expression seen in Experiment 5 was observed in both genotypes, with identical magnitude increases detected in total \textit{Rfrp} mRNA and the number of HE cells. Moreover, all \textit{Rfrp} expression increases occurred at the same specific postnatal ages, regardless of genotype. Confirming the genotypes and leptin milieu, serum leptin was significantly elevated
between PND 6 and 12 (representing the leptin surge), and lower on PND 16 than 12 in WT animals (p < 0.05) but remained undetectable in Ob animals at all ages (Figure 5.7E).

**Discussion**

The developmental profile for *Rfrp* is remarkably unique. At birth, there are primarily only LE cells, which gradually decrease over time while there is an increase in HE cells beginning around PND 6-10. This change in Rfrp cell number is not solely reflective of BAX-mediated apoptosis or the effects of leptin on hypothalamic development, despite the correlation of the leptin surge and *Rfrp* expression.

Total *Rfrp* mRNA levels rise similarly in both sexes during postnatal/prepubertal development and then decline again between PND 20 and adulthood. This pattern is consistent with qPCR findings in developing rats (66,117), and may possibly reflect a developmental mechanism that restrains activation of the reproductive axis before puberty and then reduces inhibition of GnRH neurons by RFRP-3 during the pubertal transition. However, subsequent analysis of *Rfrp* cell number and relative *Rfrp* expression per cell, in both the total *Rfrp* population and the HE and LE subpopulations, uncovered divergent and unique patterns not previously detected using just qPCR. Intriguingly, the HE and LE cells showed dramatically different developmental patterns in cell number, though both sub-populations increased their cellular *Rfrp* levels throughout with age. The significance of these specific developmental changes is currently unknown. Although there are dramatic developmental decreases in the total number of *Rfrp* cells (specifically, LE cells) in both sexes, this change is likely not primarily due to BAX-dependent apoptosis, the main mechanism of neuronal cell death (168). Although BAX-mediated apoptosis regulates *Rfrp* cell development to a minor degree (~ 17% change in cell number), this small change cannot fully explain the dramatic (> 55%) developmental decrease in
Rfrp cells. Whether transcriptional and/or epigenetic changes underlie the observed decrease in Rfrp cells is currently unknown.

In the second set of experiments, using a more detailed time-line during the first two weeks of life in C57BL6 mice, the developmental increase in HE Rfrp cells and total Rfrp mRNA appears around PND 6-8, with a peak in these measures around PND 12. This was in striking synchronous alignment with the occurrence of the postnatal leptin surge. However, using Ob mice, neither the timing nor magnitude of this developmental pattern of the Rfrp population is leptin dependent. The developmental changes observed in Rfrp expression may be due to other metabolic hormones, such as ghrelin or insulin (172-174), or reproductive hormones from maturing gonads (175-178), all of which have been shown to modify gene expression in the developing hypothalamus. Identifying the cause of the dramatic Rfrp changes during development, and just as importantly, the functional significance of such changes, will be an important avenue of future inquiry.

Rfrp neuronal activation decreases significantly prior to pubertal development (171) and this removal of an inhibitory neuropeptide may allow puberty to occur. However, RFRP-3 add back during PND 21-28 was ineffective at delaying pubertal advancement as there were no differences in the completion of VO with either administration method (mini-osmotic pumps or daily injections, data not shown). It is also possible that RFRP-3 does not regulate pubertal development. Small interfering RNA knockdown RFRP-3 of was unable to advance or delay pubertal advancement (152) and Gpr147 knockout mice, which are unresponsive to RFRP-3, have no changes in the timing of vaginal opening (89). However, RFRP-3 may still have a role in prepubertal mice controlling LH secretion, but not the timing of puberty. Prepubertal Gpr147 KO male mice have higher LH levels than their wildtype counterparts, but this difference normalizes after puberty (89). RFRP-3 may not have a role in the timing of puberty, but still may act to suppress LH secretion prior to puberty.
The developmental pattern of \textit{Rfrp} expression in the rodent brain during infantile and juvenile life is incredibly unique, not an apoptotic mechanism, and though this pattern correlates with leptin levels, it does not appear to be dependent on leptin signaling. The mechanism and physiological significance of this dramatic \textit{Rfrp} changes during juvenile development remains to be determined. These findings establish that RFRP-3 may have a role in regulating reproductive function prior to puberty, and the sets a precedent for examine RFRP-3 during puberty.
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Figure 5.1. Changes in Rfrp expression in male and female mice over postnatal development. [A] Representative photomicrographs of Rfrp expression on postnatal day (PND) 1, PND 10, PND 20, and adult male mice. 3V = third ventricle. [B] Mean changes in the total number of Rfrp cells and Rfrp mRNA/cell (determined by silver grains/cell) of all cells in males (M) and females (F) over development. [C] Mean changes in the high-expressing (HE) Rfrp cells and Rfrp mRNA/HE cell in M and F over development. [D] Mean changes in the low-expressing (LE) Rfrp cells and Rfrp mRNA/LE cell in M and F over development. Bars labeled with different letters differ significantly from each other (p < 0.05).
Figure 5.2. Maturation of Rfrp neurons in BAX knockout mice. [A] Representative photomicrographs of Rfrp expression in adult-gonadectomized wildtype (WT) and BAX knockout (KO) male mice. 3V = third ventricle. [B] Mean number of total Rfrp cells between WT and KO animals is significantly different (p < 0.05). [C] Mean number of high-expressing (HE) Rfrp cells between WT and KO animals. There was no significant difference between genotypes. [D] Mean number of low-expressing (LE) Rfrp cells between WT and KO animals. There were significantly more LE cells in BAX KO than WT animals (p < 0.05).
Figure 5.3 Rfrp expression over the first 16 days of postnatal life. Representative photomicrographs of single label *in-situ* hybridization for Rfrp mRNA on postnatal days (PND) 1, 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 in female mice. Day of birth is designated PND 1. 3V = third ventricle.
Figure 5.4. Summary of changes in Rfrp expression over the first 16 days of postnatal life in female mice from single label in-situ hybridization. Rfrp mRNA was quantified on postnatal days (PND) 1, 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and diestrous female adult mice. [A] Quantification of total number of Rfrp neurons during the first two weeks of life. Different letters indicate significantly different groups (p < 0.05). [B] Quantification of total Rfrp mRNA during the first two weeks of life. Different letters indicate significantly different groups (p < 0.05). [C] Quantification of the number of high expressing (HE) Rfrp neurons during the first two weeks of life. Different letters indicate significantly different groups (p < 0.05). [D] Quantification of the number of low expressing (LE) Rfrp neurons during the first two weeks of life. Different letters indicate significantly different groups (p < 0.05). [E] Average serum leptin levels of mice sacrificed across development on PND 1, 3, 6, 8, 10, 12, 14, 16 and a cohort of diestrous female adult mice. Different letters indicate significantly different groups (p < 0.05).
Figure 5.5. Long-form leptin receptor (LepRb) expression in some Rfrp neurons during postnatal life. [A] Representative photomicrographs of double label in-situ hybridization LepRb (silver grains) in Rfrp neurons (red fluorescence) in the DMN region. A single labeled Rfrp neuron is identified with a blue arrow and a single labeled LepRb neuron is marked with a yellow arrow. Double labeled LepRb/Rfrp is marked with a green arrowhead. 3V = third ventricle. [B] Quantification of the percent co-expression of LepRb and Rfrp during postnatal development. Animals sacrificed on postnatal days (PND) 1, 10, 12 and a cohort of adult diestrous females were assayed. No significant differences were seen between ages. The leptin surge peaks around PND 10 and 12, as indicated by the red bar.
**Figure 5.6.** *Rfrp* expression over postnatal life in female Obese (Ob) and wildtype (WT) littermates. Representative photomicrographs of single label *in-situ* hybridization for *Rfrp* mRNA on postnatal days (PND) 1, 10, and 12 are shown. 3V = third ventricle.
Figure 5.7. Summary of changes in Rfrp expression on postnatal days (PND) 1, 6, 10, 12, and 16 in female Obese (Ob) and wildtype (WT) animals. [A] Quantification of total number of Rfrp neurons during the leptin surge. There were no significant changes between genotypes. [B] Quantification of total Rfrp mRNA during the leptin surge. Rfrp expression is significantly higher on postnatal (PND) 10, 12, and 16 than on PND 1 or PND 6 (p < 0.05). [C] Quantification of the number of high expressing (HE) Rfrp neurons during the leptin surge. The number of Rfrp neurons is significantly higher on PND 10, 12, and 16 than on PND 1 or PND 6 (p < 0.05). [D] Quantification of the number of low expressing (LE) Rfrp neurons during the leptin surge. Different letters indicate significantly different groups (p < 0.05). [E] Serum leptin concentration in Ob and WT female mice as measured by ELISA. Leptin is highest on postnatal days 10 and 12, dropping on 16, demonstrating the postnatal leptin surge. Leptin concentration in WT mice were significantly elevated between PND 6 and PND 16, peaking around PND 12 (p < 0.05). Leptin was not detectable on the day of birth in WT mice or in Ob animals at any age.
CONCLUSIONS

This thesis investigated the following questions: how does RFRP-3 effect hormone levels, where is RFRP-3 and its receptors found within the mouse brain, how does RFRP-3 interface with the kisspeptin system, is RFRP-3 regulated by sex steroids, does the RFRP-3 system respond to metabolic or glucocorticoid stressors, and how does RFRP-3 change during prepubertal development. These six studies, while being independent lines of investigation, all contribute to our understanding of the neuroendocrine system and how RFRP-3 fits into the reproductive system.

RFRP-3 gained notoriety as the mammalian ortholog of the avian gonadotropin-inhibiting hormone. In avian neuroendocrinology, the discovery of GnIH was a major advancement in the understanding of the bird reproductive system, as the role of several neuropeptide systems are not conserved between mammals and birds. Since GnIH has very potent and clear-cut effects on the avian pituitary, mammalian reproductive biologist hoped a similar pharmacological effect would be observed in mammalian models. Additionally, the term “gonadotropin inhibiting hormone,” which is a clear opposite term of “gonadotropin releasing hormone,” promotes exaggeration of peptide’s role in normal physiology. As this thesis and other publications have shown, RFRP-3 treatment has a clear effect on LH secretion, but still lacks an obvious identified role in mouse reproduction. The majority of GnRH neurons lack Gpr147, which is also absent from the pituitary and the majority of kisspeptin neurons. RFRP-3 neurons do not appear to be major mediators or sex steroid negative feedback, or relay metabolic challenges or glucocorticoid responses, although minor effects have been observed. There is suppression of Rfrp neuronal activity during the LH surge, which suggests RFRP-3 has a role in that event. Lastly, Rfrp expression, and neuronal morphology/distribution changes dramatically during postnatal development, but is not associated with changes in leptin. While this is a nowhere near exhaustive list of possible roles
for RFRP-3 in reproductive biology, RFRP-3 does not seem to fall neatly in any of these major categories.

Of the experiments presented here, the suppression of Rfrp expression by E₂ and the decrease in activity during the LH surge provides the best hint as to the possible function of RFRP-3 in mouse reproduction; the mechanism in which the LH surge is halted. The LH surge is a positive feedback event that promotes ovulation, the physical ejection of matured follicles from the ovarian body. After ovulation, E₂ levels drop, GnRH neuronal activity decreases, and gonadotropin secretion ceases, but the mechanism that returns GnRH neurons to their basal level of activity is unknown. This transition could be mediated by RFRP-3, which acts as the brake to slow GnRH secretion, and is supported by 1) RFRP-3 suppresses GnRH neuron firing, 2) RFRP-3 expression is suppressed by E₂, therefore gating this inhibitor until after all follicles are liberated from the ovary, and 3) the temporal decrease in RFRP-3 neuronal activity during the LH surge in female rodents, which keeps GnRH/LH secretion high until ovulation is complete. Given these three facts, RFRP-3 may prove to be a part of the unknown neural mechanism that dictates the LH surge.

The relevance of RFRP-3 in human reproduction is unknown. Mutations in GPR54 and KISS1 in humans have profound effects on reproduction, causing complete infertility and absent puberty (17,18), and these discoveries generated an entire new sub-discipline of reproductive endocrinology. Similar findings regarding Rfip do not exist, as there are currently no studies examining humans with mutations to RFRP or GPR147. The absence of this data from the literature could be explained by either a subtle or lack of phenotype in human subjects with these mutations, and therefore they are not identified, or human patients with reproductive, or other phenotypes, have not been screened for mutations in these genes. Until such a study is published, it is difficult to determine the significance of RFRP-3 or GPR147 in human reproduction.
Currently, there is only one knockout animal model examining RFRP-3 biology, the Gpr147 KO mouse (89). As stated earlier, the Gpr147 KO mouse has no impairments in fertility, has normal LH secretion in adulthood, and normal pubertal progression. A minor phenotype was found in LH secretion prior to puberty, and there was a significant effect on LH secretion after food deprivation. However, neither of these outcomes are a striking reproductive phenotype. Surprisingly, there is still no Rfrp knockout mouse, which is the opposite and essential animal model that needs to be generated. The reason for the absence of an Rfrp knockout mouse is unclear, but is possibly due to the speculative concern that there may be no obvious reproductive phenotype and this would limit the experimental potential of this mouse model.

The studies presented here were inherently biased in their design in which a role in reproduction was assumed. This has pigeonholed RFRP-3 as a reproductive peptide, when in fact it may have interesting and clinically relevant roles in other physiological or behavior systems. There are a number of studies in rodents demonstrating the RFRP-3, and other RFamide peptides, have effects on body temperature (73,93), nociception (32,60,73,94), feeding behavior (64,77,179) and anxiety behaviors (95). RFRP-3 may have an essential role in any of these systems, or another aspect of mammalian physiology or behavior that has yet to be explored.

To advance the understanding of RFPR-3, and address methodological limitations, our lab has developed two new unbiased models to explore RFRP-3 biology utilizing Cre/loxP technology. Collaborators at Harvard University have developed a Rfrp-cre (RC) mouse line which allows for investigators to selectively knock-in or knock-out genes in RFRP-3 producing cells. The first of these models is a RC ROSA-tdTomato mouse line that produces mice that express the red fluorescent recombination protein tdTomato in RFRP-3 neurons. Using established flow cytometry protocols, hypothalami from these mice are dissociated and sorted for these fluorescent cells. After sorting, RNA can be extracted from the cells to be used for
downstream applications, such as qPCR or next generation RNA-sequencing. After acquiring the sequencing results and bioinformatics analysis, the expression profile of Rfrp neurons will be known and directed studies can be designed.

The second of these RC mouse models is a selective ablation mouse line using the diphtheria toxin receptor (ROSA-iDTR). Mice from this line have the diphtheria toxin receptor knocked into Rfrp expressing cells that allows them to be sensitively ablated using diphtheria toxin. This model has experimental advantage over traditional gene knockout studies in that the toxin can be administered to the animals in adulthood, therefore eliminating the issue of developmental compensation, or administered after a specific experimental treatment allowing for animals to be “paired” against themselves (i.e. sex steroid regulation before and after cell ablation). A concern for this series of experiments is that the toxin needs to be administered centrally, as pilot experiments demonstrated that peripheral injections of the toxin were ineffective. Also, as the toxin eliminates the entire neuron, including all other neuropeptides and transmitters synthesized by that neuron, in addition to removing RFRP-3, any interesting phenotype may be due to the loss of RFRP-3, or another gene product produced by those neurons.

In conclusion, RFRP-3 is an interesting neuropeptide that can elicit inhibitory effects on the reproductive system in rodents, similar to its avian counterpart, although the exact mechanism in which RFRP-3 fits into in vivo reproductive biology remains unclear. RFRP-3 appears to be an independent neuropeptide system originating in the DMN of the hypothalamus that regulates GnRH secretion, directly and indirectly, is perhaps a component of the LH surge neural network, and exhibits a unique developmental gene expression profile, the functional significance of which remains to be elucidated.
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